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EDITOR’S CORNER

Sloppy Writing in the Third (?)
Decade of the Desktop, Laptop,
and Cell Phone Age
Gail G. Gibson, CPG-09993,
Florida Community College at Jacksonville
1154 Morgan Circle E.
Orange Park, FL 32073
ggibson@fccj.edu
As I opened msn.com this beautifully sunny northeast Florida afternoon I noticed a
piece entitled “Sloppy Writing at Work Has Dire Consequences,” by Rachel Zupek. The
first example of the impact of ‘sloppy writing’ centered on an information flier about a
national conference that was sent to all organization members, vendors, and speakers.
A job well done? Unfortunately, no! That information flier included the incorrect starting date for the conference! The article goes on to comment on the financial penalties
the company accrued because of this error.
I may be taking a narrow view on what constitutes sloppy writing, but I submit to you
that the error noted above is not “sloppy writing,” but rather the result of our increasing
lack of attention to detail that can be related to our dependence on desktop (or laptop)
hardware and software, and wireless technology. The information flier was well written
in terms of grammar and spelling. It was beautifully formatted and illustrated, and was
printed on ‘slick’ paper. All in all, exactly what we have come to expect when we open
our mail. Presentation may be ‘half the battle’, but incorrect information (attention to
detail) in the presentation often has detrimental impacts.
I recently received a “Home Sold Notice” from a local realtor in the daily mail. It was
a beautifully formatted information piece, printed on a 5” by 7” plastic postcard. Yes,
you read that correctly -- a 5” by 7” plastic postcard! The picture on that non-recyclable
plastic postcard is of the wrong house. Is this postcard an example of sloppy writing?
No, but it is symptomatic of our increasing lack of attention to detail, the root cause
of such errors.
Professionals and all walks of life talk of how “lost they would be without their desktop
and laptop computers, their Blackberry, their picture-capable cell phone, and of course
E-mail.” After all, this technology “saves us time” (allowing us to appear to be productive
while sitting in an airport or driving to and from work), except when one actually takes
the time to critically review what was already written or dictated in those situations.
Interruptions from flight announcements or having to suddenly hit the brakes in traffic
does break one’s concentration. So, not only do we produce sloppy writing or note-taking
in these situations, we may not find those errors when we “proof” the work, errors that
often relate to factual material. Think about it.
The lack of attention to detail is evident in reports and proposals. How often do you
“copy and paste” sentences, paragraphs, or entire sections from some earlier report or
proposal? Time is money, so preparation of reports and proposals frequently becomes
relatively low priority. After all, who actually reads them? Or, you may hear someone
say something like ”…everyone knows we do good work, so we can skip the critical
review and proofreading steps and just submit the report or proposal.”
Sometime, review a paper copy of a report or proposal that was written using this
labor- and time-saving technique. You will frequently recognize copy and paste sections
because they do not blend with or support the idea or information as expected. This
often creates reading comprehension difficulties because each copied section may have
been written by different individuals. I have reviewed proposals where the general
geologic background section was a ‘copy and paste’ effort and contained information
that was several years out of date. But, it was well-written, and not sloppily written,
out of date information that raised questions about the integrity and professionalism
of the writer.
American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG) is the only national organization that
certifies the competence and ethical conduct of geological scientists in all branches of the
science. It adheres to the principles of professional responsibility and public service, and is the
ombudsman for the geological profession. It was founded in 1963 to promote the profession
of geology and to provide certification for geologists to establish a standard of excellence for
the profession. Since then, more than 10,000 individuals have demonstrated their commitment
to the highest levels of competence and ethical conduct and been certified by AIPG.
The mission of the American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG) is to be the superior
advocate for geology and geologists, to promote high standards of ethical conduct, and to
support geologists in their continuing professional development.

Geology Youth Camp by Black Hills Natural Sciences
Field Station at South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, Rapid City, South Dakota
Dr. Nuri Uzunlar, Director, Black Hills Natural Sciences Field Station, Associate Professor

Introduction
The Black Hills Natural Sciences
Field Station (BHNSFS) at South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology
(SDSM&T) has provided field training
in geology and geological engineering
for more than 50 years. BHNSFS is
a cooperative program formed by a
consortium of colleges and universities
from several states, which offers variety of field courses in both geology and
geological engineering programs. The
traditional six credit summer program
is delivered in the Black Hills from a
beautiful log lodge along Sand Creek,
eastern Wyoming, SDSM&T Campus
in Rapid City, SD and from Taskesti,
located on north Anatolian Fault Zone,
about 150 miles east of Istanbul, Turkey.
The consortium consists of Geology and
Geological Engineering faculty and staff
from: South Dakota School of Mines &
Technology; University of Mississippi;
University of North Dakota; and the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

23 colleges nationwide. The
BHNSFS currently offers the
nation’s leading world wide
field camps in three locations in the USA, Turkey and
India. In 2007 the BHNSFS
presented 13 scholarships
which totaled to $4,200.
The Black Hills Natural
Sciences Field Station in collaboration with Educational
Programs at SDSM&T has
Ranch A Lodge

Taskesti camp facility in Turkey

been breaking ground on
introducing young scientists
to geology. The university
has had nearly 300 middle
and high school students participate in summer residential science and engineering
camps since summer 2005.
Educational Programs focuses on getting kids interested
in science and engineering in
an effort to increase enrollment in the sciences and engineering
majors it offers.

Group photo 2007, Badlands, South Dakota

Other universities are invited to join
the consortium, and students from non
consortium universities are encouraged
to attend the camps. Visit http://geologyfieldcamp.sdsmt.edu/ for additional
information.
The Black Hills Natural Sciences Field
Station has been steadily growing since
we introduced field camp in Turkey in
2004. Last summer 79 students attended
to our six different Ranch camps from
www.aipg.org

Youth Geology Field Camp was
established in 2007 to educate the youngsters in the field of geology. Participants
travel to the sites where they learn the
geology and can actually
have their hands on experience with minerals, fossils
and rocks.
“Many young people
have an interest that needs
Group photo in front of
the hoist at Homestake mine
which currently is the National
Underground Science and
Engineering Laboratory in Lead,
South Dakota
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GEOLOGY YOUTH CAMP BY BLACK HILLS NATURAL SCIENCES FIELD STATION
to be developed,” says Nancy AndersonSmith, program director. “Students who
have an interest or a hobby in rocks should
have a fun, interesting outlet to help them
explore whether geology is the career for
them or not,” she adds.
Students not only learn geologic history, but they also visit geoscientists
on campus, labs, local geological survey
office, engineering and environmental
firms, landfill, water treatment facility,
active mining operations and reclamation
sites to help them understand that geologist work in many career fields and they
are not just glorified rock hunters. While
serious geology is addressed, students still
have time for fun visiting Mt. Rushmore,
camping and eating campfire food where
they are involved in setting up camp and
cooking.
Fifteen campers from five states participated in the 2007 camp, some traveling
from as far away as Minneapolis, Kansas City and
Chicago. “The 2008 camp is for high school students as
well, but by summer 2009, we plan to offer a camp for
middle school students too,” says Anderson-Smith, the
program director. Parents and teens can find out more
information on the camp at http://geologyfieldcamp.
sdsmt.edu or by calling 605-394-2494.

Youth Camp at Black Hills Institute in Hill City, South Dakota

ACTIVITIES OF YOUTH
GEOLOGY FIELD CAMP 2007
Young participants learn about:
• Basic Geology
• Minerals, Rocks and Fossils
• Topographic and geologic maps
• Compass
• Water, landslides, earthquakes
• Geology of the Black Hills
• Life of a field geologist for five days
• Making of mountains and landforms
• Volcanoes and magmas

A pleasant evening around campfire in the Black Hills, South Dakota

Hike along the fossil trail in Bedlands of South Dakota

Youth camp visits Wharf gold mine in the Northern Black Hills
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Camping at Bedlands Observatory in Quinn, South Dakota

www.aipg.org

Fund-Giving to Students and
Colleges/Universities
Richard R. Gundry, CPG-08518
We determined that the
best approach for our fundgiving efforts was (and is)
to contact Geology/Earth
Science Departments, providing the faculty with
information about what our
organization is trying to do,
and asking them to recommend two or three of their
students who are deserving
of financial assistance. This
assistance is based on a combination of both academic
Chapter President Rick Gundry presenting award letter
performance and financial and check to David Mrofka, Graduate Major, University of
California, Riverside
need. We ask the faculty to,
provide us with an evaluation summary for each of the
Pro Pocket Transits to use in their field
choices. This approach obviously saves training programs.
us time and effort, but also places the
Some Insights: As a result of our
recommendation decisions in the hands efforts in fund-giving, we have received
of those who know the students and their numerous letters of heart-felt thanks.
needs. This approach has also improved The students, as future earth sciencontact and communications with the tists, frequently attend our regular
departments.
meetings, often attending en masse.
In general, we have found that stu- They are beginning their professional
dents need assistance with transporta- networking. The students and faculty
tion to take part in field trips, attending are recognizing who the Professional
field camps, and attending regional Geological organizations are that have
meetings of professional organizations to present papers or
poster sessions. These costs
can be significant, even with
student rates for registration and often housing. We
found it surprising to realize
the changes in expenses for
these activities from when
we were undergraduates or
graduates.
In Fall 2006 and Spring
2007, we held two Award
Celebrations in which we
presented checks with
Award Letters to four students in the fall and six students in the spring. During
Fall 2006, we presented a
geosciences department Vice President North Mike Cook presenting award and
with three Brunton ComChapter President Rick Gundry presenting award
check to Darren Bochart, California State University,

Introduction: Students and professionals alike in the earth sciences should be
aware that there are many regional and
local Earth Science organizations with
the capability, and inclination, to provide
financial support to students, and colleges / universities. These organizations
are not the major or normal sources
for student grants and other student
funding sources through the academic
institutions. Often, these organizations
serve the certification and continuing
professional development requirements
of Earth Science professionals. This article is a follow-up to an article presented
last year (Gundry, 2007), that provided results of specific student support
endeavors of the AEG Inland Empire
Chapter Southern California Section, as
well lessons learned to facilitate future
fund-giving.
Results: We (Inland Empire Chapter)
found that in our situation, the most
effective fund-giving is via direct award
presentation to students, at a dinner
or luncheon meeting. Sometimes organization of such events takes a little
more time and thought to accommodate
students whose schedules are different
from those of the professionals usually
attending such meetings.

letter and check to Diana Boyer, Graduate Major,
University of California, Riverside

www.aipg.org

San Bernardino undergraduate
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FUND-GIVING TO STUDENTS AND COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIES

Chapter President Rick Gundry presenting award letter
regarding donation of three Brunton Company Com-Pro
Pocket Transits and cases to Dr. Sally McGill, Professor of
Geology, California State University, San Bernardino.

impact in the Inland Empire
area of southern California.
There is one Inland area
University, Cal Poly Pomona
University, whose Geology
Club, is initiating efforts to
begin a Student Chapter.
This year, we are meeting jointly with students
and faculty at some of the
Campuses during the Fall
and early Winter (and that
makes for a good arrangement for students)! This
takes additional time and
effort to schedule and coordinate, but the benefit for

Mackay School
Celebrates
100 Years
On April 21-26, the University of
Nevada, Reno will celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the Mackay School of
Mines, established by a generous grant
from Comstock mining baron John
Mackay in 1908. Now known as the
Mackay School of Earth Sciences and
Engineering, it offers a wide range of geological science and engineering degrees,
while operating several laboratories and
research centers.
The highlight of the Mackay
Centennial Week will be a Gala Banquet
at Reno’s Grand Sierra Resort & Casino
(formerly the Reno Hilton). Mackay
alumni are invited to join old friends and
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colleagues for an evening of great food,
live music, dancing, and a silent auction. Nevada’s Governor Jim Gibbons,
a Mackay alumnus, will be a featured
speaker.
All Mackay alumni and friends are
invited to attend the Mackay Centennial
Week. A tour of the Comstock in Virginia
City will take place on April 25, and
public lectures will be held on campus
throughout the week. A limited number
of hotel rooms at the Grand Sierra have
been set aside for participants. For more
information, call the Mackay School of
Earth Sciences and Engineering at 775784-6115.

professional organizations is only a part
of the goal of reaching out, where the true
benefit is to students.
Reference
Gundry, R. 2007, Fund-Giving to
Students and Schools: American
Institute of Professional Geologists,
The Professional Geologist (Student
Edition), Jan-Feb 2007.
Richard R. Gundry CPG 08518
Professional
Geologist
INLAND
GEOLOGIC, INC., Moreno Valley,
California, Past Chapter President,
AEG 7745 AEG Inland Empire Chapter
Southern California Section

AIPG Appoints
New Trustee
Jane M. Willard

The AIPG Foundation is pleased
to announce the appointment of
Jane M. Willard, CPG-06979 as new
Trustee.
Jane has been an active member in
the Minnesota Section representing
them as President of the Section and
Co-Chair of the 2006 Annual Meeting.
On the AIPG, she was a member of
the Educational Committee and on
the Advisory Board.
Let’s all welcome Jane as a new
Trustee.
I look forward to your continued
support of the AIPG Foundation.
Please contact me if you are eager for
a challenge and are passionate about
supporting the Geosciences.
Ray Talkington, CPG – 07935
Chairman, AIPG Foundation
rtalkington@geospherenh.com

www.aipg.org

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I take exception to Charles Tiller’s
commentary “A Healthy Skepticism of
Global Warming Skepticism.” It seems
Mr. Tiller has some biases of his own. He
states that more senior AIPG members
are anti anthropogenic global warming
and younger professionals are pro anthropogenic global warming. However, if he
or anyone else were to look into where the
more senior members get their information and where the younger professionals
get theirs, then he or she will discover
why the difference exists.
More senior members, such as myself,
did not grow up with the computer and
the internet, so to speak. We are aware
of the internet and the information
and misinformation that it can provide.
However, we are still in the habit of
reading peer reviewed and professional
articles and papers from respected scientific journals and professional magazines. We are also mature individuals
who have long years of experience (and
skepticism) when reviewing data. Need
I say more about some remediation
reports that cross my desk from consulting companies.
The younger professionals, on the
other hand, have become dependent
and habituated to getting at least some
of their “data” from the newspapers,
general circulation magazines, television, and especially the internet. This

is not entirely their fault as the internet
is a valuable service. However, the time
constraints and pressures of modern day
living and work have put a lot of stress
on everyone. So, in order to speed up data
gathering tasks for each day and make
one’s job easier, the younger professionals will “Google” the internet more than
the more senior members. It’s easy to go
to the internet and if you do a Search, low
and behold, you will get an answer. Isn’t
that great? Instance answers! So people
become used to the idea that if you need
information, go to the internet.
It all boils down to group psychology and group think. If someone writes
on the internet and in the media, for
instance, that most carbon dioxide is
anthropogenic and carbon dioxide traps
heat and the trapped heat is warming
the planet, then someone will read this.
This person will think, “it must be true,
it’s on the internet and in the media, why
would they lie?” Then more people read
the same message. They talk to each
other in person and over the internet.
Again, the idea comes across that it must
be true. Only this time, they are aware
that many others are thinking the same
way. The idea becomes reinforced in a
feedback scenario. Finally, you have a lot
of people talking and yelling “mankind is
destroying the earth.” This results in the
next step - group thinking and political
correctness. As the civil war historian
Shelby Foote put it, “everyone knew that
marching into the fire of the Union troops

American Institute of Professional
Geologists
Georgia Section Presents:
Innovative Remediation Technology Conference
May 7-8, 2008
Wednesday May 7, 2008 7:45 AM – 4:00 PM
Thursday May 8, 2008 7:45 AM – 12:00 PM
Kennesaw State University
Continuing Education Building
3333 Busbee Drive, Room 400
Kennesaw, Georgia 30144
AIPG members $110, Non-members $150,
AIPG students FREE, Non-member students $20
This conference will focus on innovative technologies being used in the environmental field including but not limited to chemical oxidation and surfactants.
Case studies will include petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorinated solvents sites.
Presenters will include representatives from private consultants, regulatory
personnel, industry, and legal backgrounds. Attendees will earn 10 personal
development hours of continuing education.
Please go to www.aipg.org to register and the Georgia Section website link
on the AIPG webiste for the sponsor and exhibitor forms.

www.aipg.org

at the Battle of Gettysburg was suicide,
but it would have taken a braver man to
turn and run.”
So the younger professionals with
their internet believe everything they
read is true and are convinced there can
be no other answer. They become satisfied with the statis quo and lazy. I always
put copies of the Professional Geologist
and other professional magazines and
journals on the lunch tables at my office.
I watch the geologists, and others, sit
down at these tables. They take a look
at the cover, maybe peer inside a little,
and then push the publications aside and
never give them a second thought.
I am older by at least 10 years than
the other 7 geologist in my office and I
am the only one who holds a professional
certification. When I speak to them about
the issue of global warming, each of them
tells me that it’s all due to mankind’s
activity. When I ask them to explain
how they came to this conclusion, they
simply get flustered and walk away.
It seems that the other geologists are
more concerned with the internet and
the work a day world and have given up
being scientists.
Raphael Ketani, CPG-09003

SCIENCE IN THE NEWS
from Sigma Xi The Scientific
Research Society
Climate ‘Clearly Out of
Balance’ from BBC News Online
The American Geophysical Union
(AGU) warned that changes to the
Earth’s climate system were “not
natural”.
Changes in temperature, sea level
and rainfall were best explained by
the increased concentration of greenhouse gases from human activities,
it added.
The union called for carbon emissions to be cut by more than 50% by
2100.
It is the first time the AGU has
updated its policy position on climate
change since 2003, when it called for a
concerted worldwide study to understand how the Earth would change as
a result of climate change.
To read more: http://news.bbc.
co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/7207335.
stm Or: http://tinyurl.com/2j36h4
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MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
Kevin Earley, CPG-07907,
Joins MATCOR as Business
Development Manager
Doylestown, Pennsylvania. January
8, 2008 MATCOR announced Kevin
Earley has joined the company as
Business Development Manager. With
over 15 years of technical and business
development experience in concrete and
engineering, Earley will lead the sales
effort for MATCOR’s cathodic protection solutions for reinforced concrete
structures.
“Demand is growing for cathodic
protection systems among owners of
steel reinforced concrete structures,
such as condos, parking garages, bridges, historic structures, and the like,”
says William R. Schutt, President and
Founder of MATCOR. “People are recognizing that cathodic protection is a
more cost-effective way to remediate
existing structures, and is the best way to
protect new structures from the outset.
Kevin will help us respond effectively to
this demand with his strong geotechnical, concrete engineering, and business
development skills. I’m confident he’ll
play an instrumental role in our drive
to exploit this opportunity, and expand
in this market.”
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Before joining MATCOR, Earley
was Commercial Sales Manager of concrete producer EP Henry Corporation,
Woodbury, N.J. where he led a significant growth of engineered product sales.
Earley has held various other technical
sales positions involving geotechnical
and environmental technology. Earley
holds a bachelor’s of science degree from
Bloomsburg University, Bloomsburg,
Pa., and a master’s of science degree
in engineering geology from Drexel
University, Philadelphia, PA. For more
information about Cathodic Protection
contact Kevin at kearley@matcor.com or
at 215-348-2974.
Clear Creek Associates is
very pleased to announce three
new principal hydrogeologists
Michael L. Alter, R.G.
MEM-0527
Mr. Alter joined Clear Creek
Associates in 1999 and has 13 years of
experience consulting on environmental
and water resources projects. He has
a B.S. degree in Geology from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and an M.S.
degree in Geology from Arizona State
University. He manages our Tucson,
Arizona office.

Donald P. Hanson, R.G.
MEM-0532
Mr. Hanson joined Clear Creek
Associates in 2000 and has 24 years of
experience consulting on environmental
and water resources projects. He has a
B.S. degree in Geology from Northern
Arizona University. He is based in our
Scottsdale office.
Thomas R. Suriano, R.G.
MEM-1291
Mr. Suriano joined Clear Creek
Associates in 2006 and has 22 years
of experience managing environmental
and water resources projects. He has a
B.S. in Geosciences from the University
of Arizona and is based in our Scottsdale
office.
As Principal Hydrogeologists, these
individuals have been given the authority and responsibility to represent Clear
Creek Associates in all technical, contractual, and business matters. All three
are excellent consultants and business
managers and have contributed significantly to Clear Creek Associates’ recent
success. Congratulations!
You can review our entire staff at
www.clearcreekassociates.com.

www.aipg.org

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
Charlie Mankin, CPG-01415
To Retire
One day in 1949, a young Charles
Mankin wandered into the oldest building on the University of Texas campus
— the geology building — and began to
look at the displays.
A professor walked up to him and
asked, “What are you doing here?”
Mankin, at the time considering a major
in engineering, explained he was thinking about taking a geology course the
following semester.
The professor sat Mankin down for a
30-minute lecture on geology. That short
lecture changed his life.
Currently Oklahoma Geological
Survey (OGS) Director, Mankin, after
48 years of service, will retire on October.
31.
“I’ve gotten to thinking that I’ve
been around a long time, and there are
some things I’d like to do that I haven’t
been able to do because of the job,”
Mankin said. “And I’m not getting any
younger.”
Meet the Director
Not only has Mankin been with the
Survey for nearly half a century, he
has been the Director for 40 years.
“We’re going to miss him,” said Connie
Smith, Information Specialist. “A lot
of us have sort of grown up here [with
him].”
Mankin graduated from the University
of Texas with a bachelor’s in geology in
1954, he said.
After graduate school at UT and
a post-doctorate at the California
Institute of Technology, Mankin came
to Oklahoma University in 1959 to work
for the OGS as a geologist and a professor at the University. He was appointed
OGS director in 1967.
Although he attended UT, Mankin
has ties to Oklahoma. His great-grandmother, a Cherokee, came to Oklahoma
along the Trail of Tears, and she was
the only one in his family to survive
the move.
As Director, he has been in charge of
petitioning Congress to pass legislation.
He was instrumental in passing a
program through Congress to get federal
money to accomplish geologic mapping in
all 50 states, said Neil Suneson, Assistant
Director of Geological Programs.
Suneson said he felt it was a huge
success for states, and it is still an active
program.
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Mankin also considers his work for
the public and Oklahomans as another
large part of his job.
“He’s very service-oriented,” Smith
said. “He is adamant that our role is
public service.”
Smith said he acts the same toward
large groups as he did toward individuals, coming to the survey just to find out
what kind of rock they were holding.
Growing up on a ranch in Texas, Mankin
said anything that kept him outside was
perfect for him.
“It didn’t feel right if I was cooped up
in a house too long,” he said.
The Survey still goes out and maps by
foot, Smith said.
Smith said Mankin has a vast knowledge of all aspects of geology.
“His knowledge will be a great loss,”
she said. “His scope of understanding is
very broad.”
The Oklahoma Geological Survey
The Oklahoma Geological Survey has
been around since before Oklahoma
became a state, Smith said. It was a
territorial survey until 1907. According
to the mission statement found on the
Survey’s Web site, “the Survey is chartered in the Oklahoma Constitution
and is charged with investigating the
state’s land, water, mineral and energy
resources and disseminating the results
of those investigations to promote the
wise use of Oklahoma’s natural resources consistent with sound environmental
practices.”
Since the beginning of the survey, it
has been housed on OU’s campus.
“We are in an academic environment,
so we are involved in academics and students, but we are also very much geared
toward public service,” Smith said.
In 2006, the survey officially became
part of OU when it combined with the
College of Geology and Geophysics to
form the new College of Earth and
Energy, Smith said.
Suneson said even though Mankin has
been such a significant part of the Survey
for half of its existence, he has hopes for
the future with recent realignment.
“I think the future for us and the new
College is very, very bright,” he said.
He said he thinks people will probably
continue to go to Mankin for questions
because of his expertise in the field.
Mankin said he doesn’t have any longterm regrets about his time focusing on
geology.

“I’ve thoroughly enjoyed the time I’ve
been here,” he said. “I’ve enjoyed all of
the things that I’ve been asked to do. I
think I’m extraordinarily lucky to have
had the career I’ve had.”
Randy Keller, Professor of Geophysics,
will take over for him as interim director until a permanent replacement is
found.“He’s a real icon in Oklahoma in
the geological community,” Keller said.
“It’s a big pair of shoes to step into.”
Macklin M. Armstrong, CPG-07485
Macklin M. Armstrong, CPG-07485,
will travel to Saudi Arabia in March
2008 to present two three-day Technical
Short Courses on Environmental
Site Assessments and Soil & Ground
Water Investigations to members of
the SaudArabian Section of the Air &
Waste Management Association. These
courses will be followed by two three-day
courses in May 2008 on Soil & Ground
Water Remediation and Environmental
Compliance Audits.

AIPG 45th
ANNUAL MEETING
AHS 21st Symposium
3rd IPGC
Flagstaff, Arizona
September 20-24
Visit
The Grand Canyon,
Meteor Crater,
Fossil Creek, Walnut
Canyon, Sunset
Crater, Wupatki,
San Francisco
Volcanic Field,
Sedona,
Montezum Castle

More Details Coming Soon

EMAIL CHANGE

The University of Missouri-Rolla has
changed its name to Missouri University
of Science and Technology, effective
Jan. 1, 2008. Along with the name
change is a change of Web sites and
Email addresses. The Missouri Section
of AIPG has several members at MST
Their email addresses have change from
the XXX@umr.edu format to XXX@mst.
edu format.
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IN MEMORY
In Memory
Jonathan P. Bass, CPG-10190,
42, of Greenwich, Connecticut died at
the Rosenthal Hospice in Stamford on
October 21, 2007 after a long battle with
brain cancer.
He was born in Bedford, England on
January 29, 1965, the son of Kenneth
and Margaret Bass, who reside in St.
Neots, Cambridgeshire, England. He
earned his undergraduate degree in
geology from the University of Cardiff,
Wales, and a PhD. in geology from
Wolfson College at Oxford University.
Mr. Bass was most recently employed
as a environmental geologist with the
firm of Camp, Dresser & McGee in
New York City. He was an avid rower
who competed and medaled at various
regattas, including Head of the Charles,
Masters Nationals, Henley, and the
British National Championships. A tenyear member of the Norwalk River
Rowing Club, he also enjoyed cycling
and skiing.
Jonathan leaves his wife, Kristen
Erickson, a teacher at Greenwich
Academy, and two sons, William
Erickson Bass and Christopher Erickson
Bass, 4th and 1st grade students at
Brunswick School. He also leaves many
close friends in England and the United
States.
Roger N. Borchert, CPG-06835,
passed away on October 1, 2007, after
a very short battle with liver and bile
duct cancer at St. Mary’s Hospital in
Rochester, MN.

Roger was born on January 10, 1947,
in Faribault, MN, the son of August F.
and Winoma S. (Kirkman) Borchert. He
graduated from Faribault High School in
1965 and from Winona State University
in 1969 with a B.S. in Geology. Roger
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married Nancy A. Kotlarz of Winona,
MN, on December 20, 1969. Together
they raised two daughters, Heather and
Shelley. They were his pride and joy.
Roger began his career as a teacher
in Illinois in January of 1970 and he
continued teaching later in Wyoming.
He and Nancy moved to New Hope,
MN, in 1973 and he began working
as an engineer at Pesek Engineering
and Manufacturing. In 1975 he accepted a position with the North Dakota
Geological Survey as an oil inspector.
After working in this capacity for five
years, in 1980 he was offered the opportunity to work as an independent consulting geologist for Harris, Brown, and
Klemer, Inc. Eventually, he became a
partner in the firm, and continued there
until his death. He and his dear friend,
Robert P. Johnson, ran Harris, Brown,
and Klemer, Inc. (Johnson and Borchert
Consulting Geologists) until his death.
He was considered an excellent well site
geologist and will be dearly missed by
his friends in the field.
Roger was a member of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists,
the American Institute of Professional
Geologists, North Dakota Geological
Society (past president), Society
of Mining Engineers, North Dakota
Landman’s Association, and the Elks
Club. He was the general chairman
of the 5th Williston Basin Symposium
in 1987 and the general chairman of
the 1988 Rocky Mountain Section of
AAPG.
His favorite pastimes were fishing,
golfing, reading, hunting, and fossil
hunting.
He is survived by his beloved wife
of 37 years, Nancy of Bismarck; his
daughter and son-in-law, Heather and
Jeremy Christian of Schwenksville,
Pennsylvania and his daughter, Shelley
Borchert and her special friend, Patrick
Morgan of Bristow, Virginia.
Daniel A. Busch, CPG-01005, a
Sidney Powers medalist, prominent
International lecturer and consultant
and a past AAPG president, died at this
home in Tulsa, Oklahoma, November.
7, 2007. He was 95.
Busch, a 65-year AAPG member who
was among the Association’s most honored members, was an AAPG Honorary
Member, served as president in 197374 and received the Powers Medal in
1982.

After receiving his master’s and
doctorate in geology from Ohio State
University, Busch worked with the
Pennsylvania
Topographic
and
Geological survey; was a consultant
with Huntley & Huntley in Pittsburgh,
PA.; was senior research geologist
and staff geologist for Carter Oil Co.;
and exploration manager for Zephyr
Petroleum in Tulsa.
He became a consultant in 1954
and taught, lectured and consulted
internationally. He also was an AAPG
Foundation Trustee Associate.
Wilbur Earl (Mac) McMurtry,
CPG-00272, was born January 12,
1918 in Drumright, Oklahoma, to Earl
Barner and Amanda Lee McMurtry. He
left this world on October 27, 2007 to be
with our Lord.

He spent his early years in Bristow,
Oklahoma, then moved to Wichita,
Kansas in 1929. He graduated from
Wichita East High School in 1935. After
one year at Wichita State University,
Mac transferred to the University of
Oklahoma. He became a member of the
Phi Delta theta Fraternity, serving as
its president in 1940. In June of 1941,
he graduated from O.U. with a B.S. in
Petroleum Engineering.
As a 2nd Lt. and member of the
Reserve Officer Corps, Mac reported for
duty in August of 1941 and was assigned
to the 125 Field Artillery Battalion of
the 34th Infantry Division, a National
Guard Division for Iowa, Minnesota
and the Dakotas, stationed at Camp
Clairbourne, Louisiana. December
7, 1941 called for movement of the
Battalion to protect the harbor at New
Orleans.
In preparation for the European
Theater, the division went from a
“Square” Division to a “Triangular”
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IN MEMORY
Division while at Fort Dix, New Jersey.
The Battalion landed in Belfast, Ireland
in May of 1942 as part of the first
American division to be sent to the
European Theater. He served a total of
fifty-one months, with 39 months being
spent in the European Theater, where
he saw combat in North Africa (Tunisa)
and all of the Italian Campaign, The 34th
Infantry Division is credited with more
days of combat than any other Division.
In November 1946, he was promoted to
the rank of Major. He retired from the
service in 1953 when he was asked by
the service to become active or retire.
In February of 1946, Mac commenced
employment with Magnolia Petroleum
as a geologist in Oklahoma City.
That same year on November 16th,
1946, he was lucky enough to marry
Eloise Morris of Wichita, Kansas. They
had almost 58 wonderful years together before her death on September 19,
2004. In 1948, he transferred to Phillips
Petroleum and worked in the Shawnee
office and then the Oklahoma City
office. From 1953 to 1954, he worked for
Stanolind Oil & Gas in Oklahoma City.
In 1954, Mac became an Independent
Consultant, which continued throughout
his life. That same year, he became a
father.
He has been involved with many professional organizations, among those are
The Oklahoma City Geological Society
where he served as President in 1974 and
was elected to Honorary Life Membership
in 1982; The American Association of
Petroleum Geologists where he has
been a member since 1941 and served
as the national registration chairman
in 1968 and again in 1978 for their
National Convention in Oklahoma City;
The American Institute of Professional
Geologists where he became a Charter
Member in 1964, served as president
of the Oklahoma chapter in 1969 and
as the national secretary/treasurer in
1974; and The Society of Independent
Professional Earth Scientists (SIPES)
where he has been a member since
1996. Since 1959, he has been a faithful member of All Souls’ Episcopal
Church. Wilbur and Eloise founded the
McMurtry Endowment, which provides
financial support for young men entering
the priesthood.
Wilbur is survived by his daughter, Carolyn McMurtry and two granddaughters, Paul Marie Henry and Sarah
Elizabeth Henry.
AAPG and AIPG lost a valued member
when Marion Orville (Mo) Turner,
www.aipg.org

CPG-01046, died of cancer on August
24th, 2007 at his home in San Antonio.
A product of the Great Depression,
Mo was born the fourth of five brothers in Magnolia, Texas in 1923. His
middle name was in tribute to the Wright
Brothers. His family moved to what Mo
called “the hub of the oil and gas industry”, Houston, in 1924. Mo worked in a
service station and sold magazines to
help support his family. He enrolled in
Massey Business College in 1941, but
as World War II approached, in June of
that year he joined the U. S. Navy and
acquired a taste for what would become
his trademark: cigars. Following the
attack on Pearl Harbor, Mo volunteered
for action in the North Atlantic on the
destroyer USS James Buck. His ship
weathered storms, depth charged Uboats, and survived a collision that cut
off and sank the Buck’s stern. Next,
during the years 1943-44, he was aboard
the Subchaser SC 697, which laid smoke
screens for the Allied landings in North
Africa and Italy. When the 697 was
transferred to the Free French Navy in
late 1944, Mo volunteered for submarine
duty on the USS Redfin. Its main assignment was to survey Japanese coastal
minefields in preparation for Allied landings. Mo’s ship was patrolling 20 miles
from Nagasaki when the second atom
bomb that ended the war was detonated.
Mo never sat on the sidelines.
Mo intended to study business at the
University of Texas, but was unable to
find an apartment in Austin. He enrolled
at the University of Houston. Influence
by his older brother Richard, who worked
for Baker Tool Co., Mo changed to geology because he recognized that “it was
a lynchpin career that made everything
happen.” Mo made things happen.
Settling in Houston was important because there, in 1947, he married Margaret Ann Collins. Mo is
survived by Margaret, their daughter
Kathleen Willoughby and her children
(Sacramento), and their son Tim (San
Antonio). Mo felt that his family was his
most important accomplishment, and he
was especially glad to pass his “prospect
file” to Tim, who is also in the exploration industry.
After college, Mo worked for Stanolind
Oil and Gas Co. from 1947 to 1954,
resigning as senior division staff geologist in Houston. He then became a consultant in San Antonio, helping establish
production in several south Texas counties, and eventually drilling his own
prospects. Mo’s early consulting involved

court cases defending private mineral
interests from government condemnation, and in 1970-71, he fought the gerrymandering of voting districts all the
way to the U.S. Supreme Court. These
experiences of upholding justice led Mo
to defend drilling operations on government lands on behalf of the AAPG and
the AIPG. The fair mindedness of his
testimony to the U. S. Senate Energy
Committee led to the Alaska Lands Act
in 1980 and the Wilderness Protection
Act of 1982, which balanced environmental protection while maintaining drilling
rights on Federal lands.
Mo was general chairman of the
1967 GCAGS meeting (San Antonio)
and the stellar 1974 AAPG convention (also San Antonio). He directed all
AAPG convention activities from 1975
to 1978, and in 1981 he received the
AAPG Distinguished Service Award. Mo
was president of AIPG in 1982 and was
awarded the Ben H. Parker Memorial
Medal. Mo was an Emeritus Member of
SEG, and an honorary member of the
South Texas Geological Society, GCAGS,
and AAPG.
Mo observed that geology is one of the
few careers that seek ultimate truth, and
that was his destiny. Finding oil and gas
was more his hobby, a hobby which no
doubt met the necessities of life. But Mo
would go beyond cold scientific truth,
seeking justice in human affairs, both
political and moral. The fight against
the infringement of personal liberties
was Mo’s real job. He would engage in
these efforts more than any oil finds. In
looking back on Mo’s adventuresome life,
we can all be proud to have shared with
him the same profession.
Mo trusted fellow geologist with his
knowledge, often freely discussing his
future prospects to guide someone in the
right direction. But beyond these technical aids, he should be remembered as a
person who inspired. On a light hearted
level, he encouraged people to be happy
with life; always smiling and optimistic,
always noting the joy of riding with the
top down. On a serious level, he encouraged colleagues never to surrender, to
do always what is right, and to believe
that one person can make a difference.
Mo extolled these qualities of character
not by preaching, but by example. The
pleasure of his company was a luxury
that we will miss.
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Some Tips to Better
Prepare Yourself
for Employment as
an Environmental
Consultant: an Employer’s
Perspective.
I have been interviewing and training entry level Geologists for more than
20 years and offer the following advice.
During those 20 years, I have noted
that evidence of the following consistently improves a potential employee’s
scores during an interview and often is
reflected in being able to “hit the ground
running.”
Expand your course work beyond
the traditional classes in Geology
– Environmental consulting requires
a blend of both the natural and physical sciences. Additional courses in

Chemistry and Physics are helpful in
performing many tasks, such as interpreting laboratory reports or operating
remediation systems. Oh, don’t forget
the computer literacy part of your education Employers will look highly upon
this on your resume.
Develop your technical writing
skills – Environmental consultants
must learn to write well early in their
careers. This includes basic tasks -- such
as preparing boring logs or field reports
-- to writing Phase I Environmental Site
Assessments and Remedial Investigation
Reports. Classes in English Composition
will help strengthen these skills as will
science classes that require written term
papers, as will the Technical Writing
elective. When you begin interviewing, bring a copy of a term paper that
you wrote to leave with your potential

employer as an example of your writing
skills.
If possible, take a 40 hour OSHA
Health and Safety Class before
you graduate – Some of the Geology
Departments have arranged for this
class to be offered to their students.
The course teaches employees the basic
Health and Safety procedures that must
be adhered to at a job site. Completing
this class before you graduate is a great
way to stand out amongst your peers. It
shows your potential employer that you
are serious about entering the profession
and are ready to “hit the ground running”
once you are hired.
I will be glad to entertain questions
from students by e-mail at eweinstock@
carichinc.com
Eric A. Weinstock, CPG-07391

STUDENT APPLICATION FORM
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USE IT OR LOSE IT!!!
A Message for Students, from the Other Side of the Lectern

Gail G. Gibson, CPG-09993
While serving as Dean for Mathematics
& Natural Sciences, a young lady strolled
into my office one day (late for her
appointment) announcing that she had
a complaint about an instructor. Seems
her Anatomy and Physiology instructor
assigned the class 100 terms and their
definitions to learn for an upcoming
exam. Since the instructor was only
going to ask questions about 20 of the
terms on the exam, this student was
very upset that the instructor would
not give the class just the 20 terms that
would be on the exam to learn. “This
just is not fair,” she commented, and
then on to talk about how much of the
course material was not appropriate, and
that the instructor would not review for
the exam or give the class extra credit
work. Hum, extra credit work when the
student is unable or unwilling to do the
regular, assigned work. Definitely not
a novel concept, but I always wonder
how a student who is not able, willing,
or ready to complete the assigned work,
can find the time to complete “extra
credit work.
Anyway, when she stopped to take
a breath, I asked what her major was.
“Oh,” she said with a smile, “I am going
to be a nurse and work in the Emergency
Room.” “So,” I asked, “I could be admitted
to your ER, with the possibility of a 100
different things wrong with me, and you
would know something about only 20 of
them?” “That one in five chance of the
correct diagnosis is not very good odds
for a patient in your ER,” I commented.
“Oh, I’ll learn the rest of what I need to
know later,” was the response.
Would you want this young lady as
the attending nurse when you arrived
at her ER strapped to a gurney? The
rest of the story is that this young lady
failed Anatomy & Physiology --- twice.
She then earned a minimal “C” grade
on the third attempt. She also failed the
qualifying exam for admission to nursing school -- twice. So you do not have
to worry about this particular individual
in an ER situation. She had extremely
poor reading and reading comprehension
skills, abysmal study skills, no visible
work ethic, and expected to receive a
passing grade for just attending some of
the classes. She had already “lost it.” Her
academic success was already doomed
even before she set foot on my campus.
Did I forget to mention her math skills?
www.aipg.org

She could not correctly multiply using
percentage numbers. Imagine getting
dosages of medicine based on these calculations. Are there lessons here?
I still teach part time. On the initial
day of class, I carefully go over the course
syllabus with my new group of students.
As students, I am sure that this is all too
familiar, and you probably feel that it is
an inconsequential exercise. I often see it
as an exercise in futility. Well, that syllabus is your “course contract.” You may
have perhaps noticed that course syllabi
seem to get longer and more detailed
each semester. Indeed they do. In every
class, as I go over that course syllabus,
the first piece of information that results
in a question is most often, “There will
be a comprehensive final exam in this
course.” Hands go up! “What do you mean
by comprehensive final exam?” “None
of my other instructors have scheduled
a comprehensive final exam!” In fact,
some of the students comment that in
some classes their instructors have not
scheduled a “final academic activity”
(new, politically correct term for final
exam) at all, but just a test (seems that
there is a perceptual difference between
a text and an exam) that covers only the
material from the last three weeks or
so of class and is given on the last day
of classes, “…… so that we can get out
earlier.” As a student, the question you
should be asking yourself is why there
is (or are) no scheduled comprehensive
exam in your class or classes. After all,
you will have to pass “comps” in graduate school, and unlike the disillusioned
young lady noted above, that material
will normally not be learned in a useful
form later.
As a former Dean for Academic Affairs
and Dean for Science and Mathematics, I
can attest to the variety of ways that the
required…“end of term final academic
experience to be administered at the time
and date specified by the University…”
actually happens or doesn’t take place,
usually to the detriment to the student
in his / her succeeding classes.
But, even more discouraging are the
results of the “practice exam” I often give
my students prior to their initial class
exam. This is the initial class exam I gave
37 years ago, covering the same material
that we are covering today. Very few
earn even passing grades on this practice

exam. The difference is in reading comprehension skills, critical thinking, and
work ethic between today and 37 years
ago. Is there a lesson here?
If you think about the comments in
the preceding paragraphs, I believe that
the title of this piece begins to take on
meaning. The comprehensive final exam
provides you (the student) with the
opportunity to review the entire course,
to solidify concepts, practices, and procedures, as well as course content in one’s
mind versus a “test” covering only the
material from the last two – four weeks
of class that ignores material from the
remainder of the class. This is Use It
or Lose it, in action. Preparing for the
comprehensive final exam is “using” and
enhancing what you have learned. In the
class where the last class test covers only
material from the last two – four weeks
of the class, while ignoring all previous
material is in fact a “losing” situation.
I have had students come to my office
for me to sign Change of Section forms
to move to another class because “…..
Professor Smith or Jones, or whomever,
gives a comprehensive exam.”
Prepare diligently (use it) for that
comprehensive final exam. That effort
helps you retain course material, and
not get into the subsequent course where
blank looks on your face result in an
exasperated instructor saying something like “we covered that material last
term,” or you embarrass yourself in field
camp by not remembering what a normal
fault is or not being able to distinguish
a grainstone from granodiorite or to
tell the difference between an angular unconformity and nonconformity.
Or, imagine a two-semester mineralogy
course with a two-hour final exam in the
spring. An exam composed of 200 fillin-the-blank questions (no word banks
here) where the student has to identify
a mineral based on some combination
of four - six physical, crystallographic,
chemical characteristics (formula, flame
test, charcoal block test), use, origin,
and primary source) properties. Without
preparing diligently (using) for that two
hour exam, your chance of earning an
acceptable grade is very small indeed.
Yes, this was my undergraduate mineralogy course. We “lived” in that lab.
None of this arriving just before class
and leaving the minute class was over.
We practiced “using” what we were
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USE IT OR LOSE IT!!!
learning. Try answering this question without scurrying to
the mineralogy text --- “_____________ is a mineral that is
flexible and sectile with a perfect 0001 cleavage; it is infusible;
gives a white sublimate on the charcoal block in an oxidizing
flame; H < fingernail; and occurs as an accessory mineral in
granites.”
In your future may be the ASBOG test. The folks who administer the ASBOG tests comment on the lower success rates of
individuals taking that exam now as compared to several years
ago. A significant part of the lower test success rates directly
relate to the “use it or lose it” comment, but also those lower
success rates relate directly to a troubling learning style, called
surface learning. Ah, a new piece of educationese! This term
is reflected in students ignoring the instructor’s admonition
that you “owe him / her 2 – 3 hours of study time (use it) per
hour spent in class,” and spending minimal time scanning,
but not really thinking about or using the pertinent material.
The results of such poor academic practices show up in exam
grades and are normally accompanied by complaints about
how difficult the exam was. No, in all likelihood, the exam was
not that difficult. You failed to prepare well and thoroughly. If
you prepared thoroughly, it makes no difference whether the
exam is true and false, multiple guess, essay, or based on a
series of images the instructor projects the on screen, because
you “know” the material.
How else can I use what I have been learning? Judging science fairs is an excellent way to use some of what you learned
in the geology classroom. Almost every elementary, middle and
high school in the country has science fairs. They all cry for
knowledgeable judges. Be a part of those activities and use
your newly acquired knowledge. Often you get donuts and coffee or sandwiches and chips while talking with fellow judges.
Tutoring is an excellent way to solidify information in your
mind. And besides, this activity pays better than sandwiches.
If you are asked to do a minerals and rocks presentation to a
third grade class -- do it! Repetition (as in teaching, which is
what tutoring is) helps solidify information in the mind, and
for elementary grades classes, requires you to think about
that information and work at being able to present it to this
particular audience. And they hang on every word you say.
Never miss a departmental field trip or academic presentation, even in a class that you are not taking. Be an
active participant in seminars. Go to the library and read
the abstracts of journal articles. Put your newly acquired
knowledge to use understanding material in these articles.
Get involved in internship programs, where you have to use
your knowledge. Re-assess your study habits, not only for the
day-to-day work, but the time (time management) slots for
studying for exams.
For a comprehensive final exam, how many days or weeks
before that final do you actually begin studying? Remember
that two-semester mineralogy course I mentioned above? We
(study groups in the lab, not in the student union or the local
pub) began preparing for the June final exam in January! Join
and become an active member in your geology club, local gem
/ mineral / fossil club. By all means join professional organizations and participate in local and regional meetings. Serve as
a mentor for Boy and Girl Scouts seeking merit badges.
You have spent (or will spend) a fair number of years of
undergraduate \ graduate study to be a geologist. Don’t blow
that opportunity by not using what you have learned along
the way.
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Robert G. Font, CPG-03953

Questions:
1.

In reference to the regional geology of North America, the “Muenster
Arch” is geographically related to this structural basin:

AIPG
Student
Chapters
Bowling Green University
Founded in 2004
Chapter Sponsor:
Robert K. Vincent, MEM-0216

a) Tularosa Basin
b) Fort Worth Basin
c) Chaco Basin

Central Michigan University
2.

Which of these orogenic episodes affecting North America is best
related in terms of time of occurrence to the “Caledonian Orogeny” in
Europe?

Colorado School of Mines

a) Laramide Orogeny
b) Alleghenian Orogeny
c) Acadian Orogeny
3.

Founded 1999
Chapter Sponsor:
Graham Closs, CPG-07288

The epicenter of an earthquake occurs at point “E”, 700 kilometers
from a recording station “R”. For simplicity, assume that the Earth’s
surface between “E” and “R” is essentially flat. One set of P waves (P1)
travels in a straight line from “E” to “R” directly below and parallel to
the surface. A second set of P waves (P2) is reflected from the mantle,
thus, traveling down from “E” to the mantle (to a point “M” located
midway between “E” and “R”) and then up to point “R”. Consider the
surface of the mantle to be basically parallel to the Earth’s surface
between points “E” and “R”. Say that the P1 velocity is the same as the
P2 velocity. If the arrival times at station “R” of the P1 and P2 waves
are 96 seconds and 97 seconds, respectively, what is the depth to the
mantle “dm” (from the Earth’s surface) from which the P2 seismic ray
is reflected?

Eastern Michigan University
Founded 2006
Chapter Sponsor:
Walter J. Bolt, CPG-10289

Georgia State University
Founded 2005
Chapter Sponsor:
Ronald Wallace, CPG-08153

James Madison University
Founded in 1998
Chapter Sponsor:
Cullen Sherwood, CPG-02811

a) 18 kilometers
b) 51 kilometers
c) 73 kilometers
4.

Founded 2003
Chapter Sponsor:
David J. Matty

In reference to stratigraphic position within the geologic time scale,
which of the following does not relate to the theropod “Allosaurus”?

a) “Chonetes” (productid brachiopod)
b) “Nerinea” (gastropod)
c) “Apatosaurus” (sauropod)
5.

We are studying glacial geomorphology in the outwash plain area of a
former glacier. We encounter a long, steep-sided, pronouncedly sinuous
ridge of glacial drift. What is the likely to be?
a) A “kame”
b) An “esker”
c) A “drumlin

Ohio State University
Founded in 2004
Chapter Sponsor:
Thomas Berg, CPG-08208

Temple University

Founded 2006
Chapter Sponsor:
Dennis Pennington, CPG-04401

Wright State University
Founded in 1996
Chapter Sponsor:
Thomas Berg, CPG-08208

Answers on Page 26
www.aipg.org
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I would like to offer the following
observations to students who are contemplating a career in the Geosciences
based on my own experiences:
Consider
the
benefits
of
Postgraduate Education. I graduated with a Bachelor’s in Geology in
1977 and was contemplating looking at
well logs in the North Sea or the Middle
East. A friend mentioned a Masters in
Hydrogeology that he had taken and the
work he was doing in water resources.
This sounded interesting. I followed
his advice and began a career in Water
Resources that then led to contaminated
sites and Brownfield remediation.
Be Flexible. I responded to an
advertisement for a hydrogeologist in
Western Canada but ended up working for the same company in Atlanta,
Georgia. Although this was not what
I had planned, I learned a lot about
geotechnical engineering, mine geology
and very remote parts of the United
States; from Rhinelander, Wisconsin to
Emelle, Alabama. I also learned a lot
from drillers that I was never taught at
University.
Write Technical Papers. These don’t
have to be ground breaking research or
about esoteric subjects but they are a
great way to focus your thoughts on a
particular problem or a way to summarize a case history that others will
find useful.
Be open to Change. In 1995 I
was working on a contaminated site in
Argentina when the client wanted to
know about the “impending ISO 14000
regulation”. I had no idea what he was
talking about. However, I set about
finding out more, got involved with the
Technical Advisory Group that was writing the ISO 14001 standard and started
a new direction in my career as an EMS
advisor and auditor.
Enjoy Life: It is easy to get into a job
and focus on work and forget to enjoy
and celebrate: I have fond memories
of traveling on an EPA education mission to the Dominican Republic, seeing
how inkjet cartridges are made in San
Diego, flying over the Gulf of Mexico in a
helicopter, getting a letter from a Junior
High School student who wanted to be a
geologist based on a “career day” visit.
16 TPG • MARCH/APRIL 2008

And finally, getting off a long business
trip from Japan and going immediately
to buy a piano for the kids (they are on
the way to college now but the piano is
a still there – perhaps I will try to learn
to play!)
Believe in yourself. Have the courage to continue to learn and grow. If
you believe in yourself, you can achieve
your goals.
John Kinsella, CPG-07247
Vice President National
Practice Program
Speaking of Adventure….but In
What Language?
The moment we passed through the
revolving door, Elshad, my Azeri traveling partner, clutched his breast pocket
in search of a cigarette and dug out his
lighter. I positioned myself a little bit
upwind, put on my cap and looked out
across the flow of people and traffic on
Tverskaya Ulitsa, Moscow’s main drag.
It was 2:30 Friday afternoon, the sky an
intense shade of blue and the temperature had settled in at a perfect 65°F.
“Elshad,” I said sizing up my prospects, “I know you have some things
you want to buy somewhere, but I’ve
got to tell you, I really don’t want to go
back underground into the Metro on
such awesome Friday afternoon. Why
don’t you jump on the Metro and go do
your shopping. I’m just going walk back
to my place, maybe find a cup of coffee
along the way.”
After assuring Elshad that I’d be
alright on my own, I set off down
Tverskaya Ulista, Moscows main drag, at
a leisurely pace. Touching Puskin Plaza,
on through Red Square past Lenin’s
mausoleum and St. Isaac’s Cathedral, I
ended up at one of my favorite sidewalk
cafés near the Tretyakov Gallery. I needed to chill-out. In the past three weeks
I’d been to Western Siberia, Budapest,
Vienna, Amsterdam, and now back to
Moscow, where I started .
What was the price of admission for
this most perfect of afternoons? Well a
degree in geology and a few years experience are important, but what really
makes it all possible is the willingness
to learn a foreign language. If you have

any sense of romance, a flickering desire
to see the world, language is one way to
improve your prospects.
Sitting in a dorm room surrounded
by piles of structural geology, igneous
and metamorphic petrology and calculus
books, it may not be obvious to you why
you’d want to study a foreign language.
Maybe you don’t feel you have the aptitude for language. If you are reading
these words you have most of what it
takes. The rest is a commitment to the
process, which can seem slow at first.
But believe me when you get off a plane
in some foreign country and you are
the first person from your company to
put your feet on the ground, it will be
immensely rewarding to look up and be
able to read the signs.
Language study is a really cheap
hobby and once you’ve learned a second
language you begin to understand the
process. Correct pronunciation is vital,
so the first step is to get an audio program. There are many out there, but
don’t commit to a big expensive one at
first. Something for travelers or vacationers is a good place to start. When I
started with German, I used something
called German for Children. It relied
on jingles and songs for kids, but it is
surprising how well those things stick
with you. Load the audio program into
your MP3 player or I-Pod for those long
waiting lines at the passport window.
Next, get a grammar workbook and
make sure your dictionary shows correct pronunciation and stress. Language
books are usually pretty cheap, never
on the best seller’s list. Then just slow
down, dig in and have some patience.
Be suspect of any product that claims to
offer fluency in ten days. Fluency comes
with time and practice, and the rewards
are incalculable.
There is no way to tell where it all
might take you but when the opportunity
arises, you’ll be ready. Good luck and
enjoy the journey!
Editor’s Note: One will often find that
a sincere effort to use the language will
bring smiles and a willingness to help
from native speakers.
Russ Fisher, CPG-05183
www.aipg.org
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Forty Years Later…..
a Dream and a Plan
Daniel J. St. Germain, CPG-07858

In 1963, when I was a wee little boy
in diapers seven eminent geologists,
including Edward “Bud” Rue, William
Mallory, Frank Counselman, Allen
Tester, Bob Becker, Ad Honkala, and
Ben Parker with clear foresight and wisdom recognized the need for a national
organization that focused on geology as
a profession. At the founding convention,
in 1963, the Steering Committee for this
fledgling organization developed the following Statement of Purpose:
WHEREAS, the geological profession
has no nationwide structure dedicated
to the establishment and maintenance
of professional standards, and
WHEREAS, the public has an uncertain concept of the identity of this profession, and
WHEREAS, both the public and
profession have insufficient protection
against unethical and inadequate standards as related to the geological profession, and
WHEREAS, the profession lacks proper legal status in the eyes of its members,
the public and courts.
Forty years later, these goals remain
unrealized. Forty years later, the geologic community still has no nationwide
structure. Professional geologists still
are split amongst many small professional organizations speaking with many
soft voices instead of one loud unified
voice. Forty years later, the public is still
uncertain what a geologist does. There is
no other group who understands earth
processes better than geologists, yet during a natural disaster or climate change
debates we are seldom consulted for our
understanding of natural processes. Our
best exposure usually comes some many
years later on television programs such
as NOVA or the Discovery Channel.
Forty years later, the public and profession still have insufficient protection
www.aipg.org

against unethical business practices and
the profession has inadequate standards. Forty years later, the profession
still lacks legal standing in too many
states.
I say to you today, that I have a dream
that could allow us to fulfill many of these
goals outlined in the original Statement
of Purpose. One day soon the AIPG
will fully support the state licensure
Professional Geologist (PG). One day
soon the AIPG will lead PG legislation in
every state. One day soon the AIPG will
be the organization that monitors and
lobbies all state and federal legislation
that could affect the profession of geology. One day soon the AIPG, through a
combination of the strengthening of the
CPG title and the establishment of PG
legislation in every state; we will establish nationwide professional standards.
…and through the fulfillment of this
dream we can and will complete the mission of our founding fathers to develop
a nationwide structure dedicated to
the establishment and maintenance of
professional standards, which in turn
will protect the public against unethical
and inadequate practices as they relate
to the geological profession, and provide
legal status to professional geologists in
the eyes of its members, the public, and
the courts.

Combining the Old with
the New
Before everyone gets too nervous
that this will constitute major changes
to AIPG, lead to the dissolution of the
CPG title, and change AIPG into the
American Institute of Environmental
Geologists, please let me explain the
entire dream. Would fulfillment of these
goals change AIPG? Yes, without question they would. But these changes will

only add value to our organization and
compliment the current membership
services we offer. The good news is that
the CPG title is alive and well. The CPG
title will not change and it will continue
to be the flagship of our organization.
It still will be available to all geologists
who possess the necessary credentials. It
will be a valuable credential to all petroleum, mining, industrial and minerals,
and environmental geologists. At this
point there is no plan to change the CPG
requirements. There is no plan to require
a CPG to pass the Association of State
Board of Geologists (ASBOG) exam.
After a multi-year debate over the subject, I for one understand that requiring
a CPG to pass the ASBOG exam would
severely cripple a geologist working in
the petroleum, mining, industrial and
minerals sectors ability and desire to
obtain the CPG credential. This is critically important because membership
statistics show that the number of CPGs
has decreased steadily over the last 10
years and we need to re-structure this
organization in a way that encourages
participation from all business sectors.
Ten years from now AIPG will consist
of thousands of members who continue
to see value in the CPG certification,
but this organization will also probably
consist of an equal number or more
geologists who see more value in the
Member category as they combine one
or more PG licenses with becoming a
Member of the AIPG. By developing the
membership services offered to support
the PG licensed geologists with a strong
CPG program, AIPG will have a bright
and strong future.

Recent Successes
Show Path
This may seem like an unattainable
dream to some, but I am here to say
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that this is something we can achieve.
We are the leaders of the professional
geologic community, supervisors and
managers of geologists, and owners of
companies that employ geologists. We
have the power to strongly encourage
every geologist we employ to join AIPG
and support existing and future professional geologist legislation. We have the
power to work as a team to draft legislation, hire lobbyists, and push professional geologist legislation through our
respective state assemblies. How do I
know this? Because we have!
In my own Section (Northeast) we
have many AIPG heroes. Dorothy
Richter (CPG-07033) and Timothy
Stone (CPG-07282) along with many
of their friends and colleagues wrote,
lobbied, and successfully guided a professional geologist’s bill through the
New Hampshire legislature. Currently,
Samuel Gowen (CPG-07284) is leading
a group of geologists through an over
10 year Herculean effort to establish
professional geologist legislation in New
York. These are two examples where
AIPG members are leading or have led
state licensure efforts.
We also have AIPG members in
Florida, such as Jon Arthur (MEM0932) and Chuck Drake (MEM-0933),
who lead the new FAPG Section of
AIPG. Jon and Chuck lead a group
of geologists in Florida that retain a
lobbyist to monitor potential changes
to the Florida PG legislation. This is a

wonderful example of what AIPG could
do for its members.

How Do We Proceed
Achieving these successes comes
with sacrifice, hard work, and considerable effort. It is important to understand
that writing, lobbying, and successfully
pushing a professional geologist’s bill
through a state legislature MUST be
done at the local level. State legislators
and legislatures do not want to hear
from regional or national organizations.
They only want to hear from their constituents. National will be available to
help you and support you, but National
can not lead these efforts.
What we need is for each and every
Section to be strong and active. We need
each Section to develop revenue streams
through fund raising and advertising
so these funds can be used to support
licensure efforts or if you already have
PG licensure, the revenue can be used to
hire a lobbyist to monitor potential challenges to professional geologist legislation. We need existing organizations,
like the FAPG, that already complete
these tasks to consider merging with
the AIPG so we can do it together and
we can help reduce their administrative
costs. One thing we learned when the
FAPG merged with the Florida Section
to create the FAPG Section of AIPG was
that combining the two organizations
significantly reduced their administration and overhead costs. We need groups
in states without professional geologist

legislation to educate themselves about
the level of effort, costs, and potential
hurdles to successful PG legislation.

Conclusion
If we all could do the things that
Dorothy, Tim, Sam, Jon, and Chuck
have done in our respective states then
the AIPG would be leading Professional
Geologists in developing a nationwide
structure dedicated to the establishment and maintenance of professional
standards, our membership would grow
exponentially, and the value of AIPG
membership would be self-evident.

AIPG’s 2008 Joint
Meeting with AHS
and 3rdIPGC
will include Student
Posters, Technical
Sessions and Field Trips

FREE RESUME
POSTING
POST AND VIEW
RESUMES FOR
FREE ON THE
AIPG NATIONAL
WEBSITE

VIEW JOB
LISTINGS FOR
FREE

www.aipg.org

www.geodm.com or

Click on Job
Target.

www.aipg.org
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Geoscience Students,
Help!
William J. Siok, CPG-04773
All of us living in the US have heard
about and have an understanding of the
concept of generation gap. Commonly
accepted examples of the gap are differences in preferences for music, clothing styles, cars, etc. Perceptions of a
given topical issue are interpreted from
vastly differing perspectives through the
refractive properties of the lens of experience. Does such a generation gap exist
within our geosciences profession?
All geoscience societies are grappling
with the question of how to attract and
retain your active participation. There
is no question that the near term future
of the societies depends upon you. You,
today’s students, are the ones who will
soon lead all the societies. We, the current generation of members, officers,
and staff, will defer to you. Yet, in order
for this to take place, two elements are
necessary. You must recognize a value in
geoscience society membership and then
become actively involved. (If you don’t
see the value, become active in any case
and then work to effect positive changes
in the society.)
Is value perceived by you sufficient reason for active engagement in
geoscience societies? Is there a generation gap between you, today’s students,
and the current generation of practitioners which prevents society leaders
and administrators from understanding
your expectations?
Your perception of professional society membership is critical to societies
trying to provide benefits and services
which address your requirements. Often,
your presence is taken for granted.
Momentum builds within each society
to accomplish its goals, and student
input is not always sought or taken into
consideration, yet it must be considered.
However you see society membership, it’s
your prerogative to make your opinions
known to society leadership. Assuming
societies know what you expect as an
active member is usually a mistake, it’s
only if you make the effort to deliver your
message convincingly that each society
can take steps to meet your expectations.

www.aipg.org

Make an effort to become engaged in
two or three associations, it will benefit
your career.
Membership, of course, is a two-way
street. At the one end, you receive benefits and services which enhance your
professional life. Taken from the other
direction, the society is able to continue
its mission to support you and your
professional colleagues through your
interest and support. Keeping the value
of society membership in mind, motivate
yourself to take an active role in your
favorite society.
Obligation to your own professional
career strongly commends the value of
active society membership!

Committee Volunteers
Sought
In response to member requests,
AIPG President Dan St. Germain has
established an ad hoc Committee on
Climate Change. The charge of the
committee is to explore the feasibility of developing a Position Paper on
climate change (as have some sister
societies) in view of current scientific
discourse. AIPG members interested
in serving on the committee are
requested to submit a paragraph
expressing interest and willingness
to participate, along with any comments you may wish to offer. Please
send your expressions of interest to
aipg@aipg.org. Thank you. Editor

Marketing & Printing Solutions
514 W. 19th Street
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
303-829-2092
dnoreen@printbyrequest.com
www.printbyrequest.com
Have you ever had large quantities of marketing
materials that became out of date far too soon? PBR’s print
on demand solves that problem. With our $250 minimum,
you don’t have to order large quantities and hope they are all
used before becoming out of date.
Our customers want more control, faster turnaround, better economics and PBR’s digital presses deliver it all. Digital
printing has the ability to make every document unique with
Variable Data Printing (VDP).
PBR is ready to consult with you on your next

marketing project.
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Compiled by David M. Abbott, Jr., CPG-04570,
2266 Forest Street, Denver, CO 80207-3831,
303-394-0321, fax 303-394-0543, dmageol@msn.com

Assuring the Reliability of
Your Sampling Results
My article, “Assuring the Reliability
of Your Sampling Results,” in the
November/December 2007 TPG prompted Marty Andrejko, CPG-08512, to provide further contributions to this topic in
his “Data/Results Reliability” discussion
in his Professional Liability and Risk
Management column 22 in the January/
February 2008 TPG. Andrejko provided a reference to the Environmental
Protection Agency’s discussion of quality assurance sampling (http://www.
epa.gov/tio/tsp/download/gw_sampling_
guide.pdf), something I didn’t have and
asked readers for.1 Andrejko also stated
that about one sample in 20 should be
a field duplicate and that every 20th
field sample should be accompanied by
a trip blank. See Andrejko’s article for
the details.
Andrejko comments on the need to
verify the results spit out by your computer programs. Do they make sense?
Computers are very useful tools for
data analysis but they don’t know when
they’re dealing with bad input and
cannot really perform interpretations.
Thinking humans are needed for these
tasks.
Since I submitted the manuscript for
my article, I’ve been able to run additional data sets and further use the Mean
Percent Difference (MPD) calculation.
The following comments are additions
to my article.
Maximum MPD: it should be noted
that the MPD equation collapses to:
(2xa /xa) × 100 or 200%
when either x1 or x2 (the original or
duplicate sample values) equals 0. So
200% is the maximum MPD for any
sample pair.
High-nugget deposits: the common
mining industry practice with drill core
1.
2.
3.

is to saw the core in half with one half sistent. The scale of observation and its
of the core being submitted for assay relationship to statistical homogeneity is
and the other half being retained for an important point. The best discussion
later visual inspection, etc. To obtain of importance of scale of observation
the duplicate samples required for QA/ and statistical homogeneity is on pages
QC testing, the retained half core is 15 to 19 of Turner and Weiss (1963), a
again sawed in half. One of the result- reference worth digging out of the library
ing quarter cores is submitted for assay and reading.2 The problem with this
and the remaining quarter becomes the argument is that the core assay values
retained core.
(equivalent to the original core samples
QA/QC problems with this procedure from the pairs) are the basis for the geoarise when the mineralization within a logic deposit modeling and the geostatiscore is spotty and therefore has a high tical estimate of mineral resources. The
nugget effect (there is a large variance uncertainties in assay values revealed
between samples taken at the same by the QA/QC sample collection process
place, or, in this case, from the same core continue through the estimation prointerval). The scatter plots of duplicate cess. They are not eliminated. Therefore
assays may not follow the x1 = x2 ideal the uncertainty remains. The QA/QC
line, the linear correlation trend lines results suggest that an alternative field
may differ significantly from the x1 = x2 sample collection process is needed. As
ideal line, and R2 correlation coefficient noted above by Roden and Smith (2001),
may be low. Figure 1, a scatter plot with “Errors created in the field can only be
a linear correlation trend line, illustrates rectified in the field.”3 Assaying the
all three of these problems. The R2 corre- whole core, thereby collecting a larger
lation coefficient for these pairs is 0.459 sample, is one such approach. But whole
core assaying got a very bad reputation
and the MPD is 38.9%.
from the Bre-X fraud of 1997.4
The highest grade duplicate
core sample pairs in Figure
1 obviously have the poorest correlation. But even the
lower grade duplicate pairs
have a poor correlation. If the
3 high-grade sample pairs in
Figure 1 are deleted from the
data set, the R2 does increase
to 0.534, not much improvement.
The company that conducted the core drilling program argued that in spite
of the obvious nugget problem shown in the core, that
the consistency of the mineralized zone between holes
drilled along each fence line
and between fence lines
demonstrated that at a large
Figure 1. Scatter plot of 63 duplicate core samples.
scale, mineralization was con-

I’ve included a copy of the EPA’s ground-water sampling guide in the Geologic Ethics & Professional Practices reprint CD.
Turner, Francis J., and Weiss, Lionel E., 1963, Structural analysis of metamorphic tectonites: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 545 p.
Roden, S., and Smith, T., 2001, Sampling and analysis protocols and their role in mineral exploration and new resource development
in Edwards, A.C., ed., Mineral resource and ore reserve estimation—the AusIMM guide to good practice: the Australasian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy, Melbourne, p. 73-78
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Determining analytical precision:
Thompson and Howarth (1978) published an approach to the determination of analytical precision.5 In their
approach duplicate analysis pairs are
placed in groups of 11 pairs per group.
For each group of 11 pairs, the mean
and median of the group are calculated
and these group values are then used to
determine analytical precision. While

Geologic Ethics &
Professional Practices
is now available on CD

This CD is a collection of articles,
columns, letters to the editor, and other
material addressing professional ethics and general issues of professional
geologic practice that were printed in
The Professional Geologist. It includes
an electronic version of the now out-ofprint Geologic Ethics and Professional
Practices 1987-1997, AIPG Reprint
Series #1. The intent of this CD is collection of this material in a single place
so that the issues and questions raised
by the material may be more conveniently studied. The intended ‘students’
of this CD include everyone interested
in the topic, from the new student of
geology to professors emeritus, working
geologists, retired geologists, and those
interested in the geologic profession.
AIPG members will be able to update
their copy of this CD by regularly downloading the pe&p index.xls file from
the www.aipg.org under “Ethics” and
by downloading the electronic version
of The Professional Geologist from
the members only area of the AIPG
website.
The cost of the CD is $25 for members, $35 for non-members, $15 for student members and $18 for non-member
students, plus shipping and handling. To
order go to www.aipg.org. Five dollars
from every CD sold will be donated to
the AIPG Foundation.
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the Thompson and Howarth approach
can be useful, particularly in determining the way in which precision varies
over the whole range of analytical values,
it is not a substitute for the scatter plot
examination of data. Also, as previously
noted, the MPD approach also can be
used to estimate precision.

Professional Practice—
Time Management
Nancy Price’s, SA-0382 Student
Voice column 24 in the January/February
2008 TPG, “The Never-Ending Game of
Time Management-Part One,” addresses
one of those issues that all of us face.
While Price appropriately focuses on
the time management problems of students, the problems don’t change once
one leaves school. Indeed, the problem
seems to get worse as the years go by.
Price starts her column referring to the
White Rabbit from Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. I’m referring to the apparent Red Queen effect from Through the
Looking Glass that is based on the Red
Queen’s observation that “Now, here, you
see, it takes all the running in place that
you can do to keep in the same place.
If you want to get somewhere else, you
must run at least twice as fast as that”
(italics in the original). As usual, Price’s
column is worth reading. Indeed as Gail
Gibson noted in his Editor’s Corner,
reading every article in the TPG is
worthwhile.

Assumption of Bias, an
Ethical Approach?
The January/February 2008 TPG
carried 5 reactions to Bob Corbett,
CPG-04502, and Gary Dannemiller’s,
CPG-05118, article, “Causes of Global
warming, are we certain?,” in the
November/December 2007 TPG. Four
of these were letters to the editor and
one, by Charles Tiller, CPG-10811,
was a short article, “Commentary: a
healthy skepticism of global warming
skepticism.” My intent in bringing these
comments to your attention is not to
engage in further discussion of global
warming. Rather, I wish to point out
Tiller’s presumed bimodal distribution
of opinions or biases on the issue. Tiller

states, “In my observations, it is striking
how opinion on climate change is split
between more senior AIPG members
(anti-) and the younger professionals
(pro-). I suspect this bimodal distribution results mainly from evolving career
tracks; geology used to be primarily
a resource extraction profession, but
it has diversified to include environmental management. This distinction
is important because experience has a
direct effect on knowledge base, motivations, and conclusions. Those who profit
from drilling and mining will naturally
feel the pull to limit interference, while
those who make their living mitigating
environmental risks will feel a similar
pull to be more proactive—even when
they cannot acknowledge this to themselves. However impersonal scientists
attempt to be, personal bias colors most
science.”
If AIPG were to poll its membership
on the subject, the bimodal distribution
Tiller presumes to be present may or
may not exist. I know older members who
support the contention that not only is
global warming occurring, but that it is
being driven or exacerbated by human
activities. However, assuming for the
sake of discussion that Tiller’s presumed
bimodal distribution does exist, does
that prove anything beyond a bimodal
distribution of biases on the subject?
Each side in the debate cites studies
favoring the preferred view and accuses
the other side of unwarranted bias. To
me, this merely confirms that we are
human and subject to all the foibles of
that condition.
In many respects, debate over global
warming is reminiscent of the debate
over plate tectonics as that hypothesis
was first broached and then strengthened throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
Especially during the late 60s and early
70s, the issues were debated with great
passion on both sides. Older AIPG members are more likely to recall these
debates, having lived through the period.
Plate tectonics is now the ruling paradigm and the details of the revolution
leading to its acceptance are largely
confined to dusty historical archives.
As a rhetorical technique, setting up
a straw man of some sort has a long

4. This is not the place for a detailed discussion of the Bre-X fraud. However, 10 cm of
each 2 m core were retained by Bre-X and assays of these “skeleton” cores demonstrated
that salting occurred because Student’s t-test demonstrated to a “near certainty” that
the means from the assays of the “skeleton cores” and the main assays were from different populations.
5. Thompson, Michael, and Howarth, Richard J., 1978, A new approach to the estimation
of analytical precision: Journal of Geochemical Exploration, v. 9, p. 23-30.
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and distinguished history. It is also an
approach that has been used in scientific
papers. An excellent example, which
struck me when I first read it, is H.H.
Read’s “Granites and Granites” in GSA
Memoir 28 (1948). Read noted, “This
question of the origin of granite is perhaps the most lively of geological topics
today—but we should remember that it
always has been. About every twenty
years or so, the problem has been finally
settled, and a sort of uneasy peace has
broken out.” Read then goes on to say,
“Bigots or, if you like, enthusiasts, on
both sides do a great deal of harm, and
pontiffs, I suggest to Professor Bowen,
while capable of a greater number of
good deeds, are also capable of a greater
number of bad deeds than the village
drunk.” The issues debated over the
origin of granites at the 1947 GSA
annual meeting recorded in Memoir
28 are no longer topics of much conversation. Most of us remember Bowen
from learning Bowen’s reaction series
in Physical Geology courses and later
in igneous petrology. But Memoir 28
is worth digging out and reading—it’s
only 139 pages—because of its record
of an important geological debate with
enthusiastic advocates on both sides of
the issues.
This topic’s headline is “Assumption
of bias, an ethical approach?”. Scientific
debates frequently (always?) reflect the

biases of the debaters. Bias is constantly with us. The AIPG Code of
Ethics recognizes the human nature
of bias. Therefore Standard 4.1 states,
“Members should respect and acknowledge the professional status and contributions of their colleagues.” And Rule
4.2.1 states, “A Member shall not issue
(a) false statement(s), (a) misleading
statement(s), or (a) sensational, exaggerated, defamatory, and or unwarranted
statement(s) regarding a professional
colleague. Differences of opinion occur
and statements regarding opinions
should be restricted to and based on logical and scientific principles and should
be made in a respectful and professional
manner.”
Richard P. Feynman’s “Cargo Cult
Science: Some Remarks on Science,
Pseudoscience, and Learning How Not to
Fool Yourself,” his 1974 commencement
address at CalTech, is the best discussion of avoiding bias in one’s scientific
work I know of.6 Feynman states that the
easiest person to fool is oneself, so that
extra effort and integrity are required
to ensure that you do not fool yourself. Feynman contrasts this scientific
approach with advertising, a medium
notorious for failing to illuminate the
whole truth of a claim.
Feynman also notes that this important bit of scientific ethics is generally
not explicitly taught but is something

students are supposed to learn by osmosis. When faced with the pressures
to please a client, a funding agency,
or organizational politics, maintaining
one’s objectivity and rigor can be very
difficult.
Returning then to the Tiller’s presumption of a bimodal distribution of
bias with AIPG regarding global warming. Is Tiller’s means of argument ethically justified or ethically appropriate?

Topical Index-Table
of Contents to the
Professional Ethics and
Practices Columns
A topically based Index-Table
of Contents, “pe&p index.xls” covering columns, articles, and letters
to the editor that have been referred
to in the PE&P columns in Excel
format is on the AIPG web site
in the Ethics section. This IndexTable of Contents is updated as
each issue of the TPG is published.
You can use it to find those items
addressing a particular area of
concern. Suggestions for improvements should be sent to David
Abbott, dmageol@msn.com

6. Feynman’s address was originally published in CalTech’s Engineering and Science magazine and was recently reprinted in The
Pleasure of Finding Things Out: the best short works of Richard P. Feynman, edited by Jeffery Robbins, Helix Books, Perseus Books,
Cambridge, MA, 1999.

New Items!
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Translucent
Travel Mug,
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Price: $7.50

Visit the
AIPG Store
online at
www.aipg.org
Stainless Steel
Travel Mug,
16oz
Price: $9.50
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Contracts

Martin J. Andrejko, CPG-08512, Assistant Vice President,
XL Design Professional, 520 Eagleview Blvd., Exton, PA 19341,
Phone: 610-321-9227, Fax: 610-458-8667,
e-mail: martin.andrejko@xlgroup.com
In high school, I remember first hearing of Dr. William Rathje and his now
famous Tucson Garbage Project. Dr.
Rathje and his students studied the
contents of Tucson residents’ waste and
compared the contents to lifestyle questions asked of the residents. Amongst
the things the study found was that
residents underreported their usage of
alcoholic beverages. The truth was in
the trash. Over the past few months, I
have found myself with insureds that are
underreporting their usage of written
contracts. How am I finding this out?
Well when I look at their “garbage” (professional liability claims), I am finding
that a fair number of them have claims
filed against them on projects where they
have no written contract in place. Yet
when I review their insurance applications for the prior years, I find that the
insured has reported that all projects
have written contracts.
I don’t think that these insureds are
intentionally lying on their applications.
The application is usually signed by one
the firm’s principals or maybe the chief
financial officer. They are answering
based upon what the company policies
and procedures are and what they are
being told by project managers. (Do you
actually expect a project manager to
own up ahead of time that the project is
going forward without a contract?) As
an underwriter, I don’t have any direct
recourse in these situations. We can’t
deny coverage because a contract was
not in place because there is nothing in
the policy that would allow us to deny
coverage on that basis. We could allege
a falsified application and try to deny
on that basis but I haven’t heard of any
professional liability carrier trying this
theory in this type of case. It would be
very likely that the insured would bring
a bad faith claim against the carrier and
the litigation costs would be high with
little likelihood of the carrier prevailing.
So the only real option, is to educate,
educate, educate.
www.aipg.org

Not having a contract in place puts
you and your insurance carrier at a disadvantage when trying to defend a claim.
Why? Firstly, with no contract there is no
clearly defined common understanding
of the expectations of both parties. While
most technical professionals can’t stand
dealing with legalese and contracts, it is
one of those things you have to endure in
order to protect you and your firm in the
long run. Beyond setting up the expectations of the parties, you have the ability
to limit your liabilities through how the
contract is worded. I’ve talked about
some of these issues in past columns but
I want to hit on a few once more.
Limitation of liability clauses can be
used to limit your exposure. Typically
these clauses are worded such that your
liability is limited to your fee or some set
dollar amount, whichever is higher. In
order to help with the enforceability of
the clause, you need to make sure that
the clause is noticeable to the client (i.e.
don’t hide it). Another thing is to show
that the client had a chance to negotiate
the limit of liability. The easiest way to
accomplish this is to not put the set dollar amount in the boilerplate but rather
allow that amount to be handwritten
into the contract and then initialed by
both you and the client. Doing this will
show not only that the client was aware
of the clause, but that the client had
an opportunity to negotiate the clause.
There maybe some clients who will balk
at a limitation of liability. One option is
to suggest that the liability be limited to
your available insurance proceeds. This
doesn’t protect your insurance carrier
but it does help protect you in the event of
a claim that exceeds the available insurance limits. An important point is the use
of the word “available”. You could find
yourself in a situation where your policy
limits are being impacted by another
claim which for example may reduce
your $1,000,000 policy limit to $600,000.
If you limited your liability to your insurance limits, you could find your firm

liable for that $400,000 difference. Most
firms don’t have $400,000 lying around
so it could mean bankruptcy.
Another area to be concerned about
is consequential damages. These are
damages that arise indirectly out of your
actions. The best way to illustrate this is
to use a typical Phase I environmental
site assessment (ESA) as an example.
Let’s say that in the course of performing the ESA you miss some underground
storage tanks (USTs). During construction of a new building, the client’s
contractor finds the USTs and work
must be stopped while these tanks are
removed and the soils remediated. The
removal and clean up would be considered direct damages as a result of your
negligence. The work stoppage for this
cleanup results in a delay in the planned
opening of this building which then
results in loss of profits for your client.
The loss of profits would be considered
consequential damages. If this building
was a hotel that was supposed to open
for the Vancouver 2010 Olympics and if
the hotel doesn’t open until a month after
the Olympics end, the lost profits would
be substantial. It would probably dwarf
the cost of pulling the tanks. Usually
you can convince a client to accept a
mutual waiver of consequential damages. This is in your firm’s best interest
in that it protects your insurance limits
but more importantly it protects your
company’s assets because consequential
damages typically can exceed your policy
limits and your client may look to your
company’s assets in an attempt to make
themselves whole.
Send comments to: Martin Andrejko,
CPG-08512, Assistant Vice President,
XL Design Professional, 520 Eagleview
Blvd., Exton, PA 19341, (610) 321-9227,
Fax (610) 458-8667, e-mail: martin.
andrejko@xlgroup.com
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Should You Go It
Alone?
Duane A. Carey, CPG-10305
Do you want to fire your boss?
Do you want to fire your entire staff?
It might be time to “go it alone”.
My column in the January-February
2008 issue touched on the best-selling
book The E-Myth, and argued that to
have a truly successful company, one
needs to set up systems, procedures,
and perhaps most importantly, people
to operate the business. True business
growth and excellence cannot be bogged
down by one person creating a bottleneck. The company must be operated as
a “real” business to achieve “greatness”.
With such an approach, you have builtin risk management with employees to
run things if you’re sick or otherwise
indisposed. You also have the beginnings of a built-in succession plan, with
employees/managers who can take over
the business when you’re ready.
But what if you really do just want a
job, instead of a real business? What if
you don’t want to manage employees?
What if you don’t want to be constrained
by the schedule or work environment of
your current employer? Then it might
be time to go it alone and become a oneman show.

Pros and Cons
Pros: without question, the biggest
benefits of being a sole practitioner are
flexibility and low overhead. You don’t
need to worry about keeping employees
busy during slow times. You don’t need
to worry about billing enough hours each
month to at least cover your employees’
benefits and taxes. And you don’t need
to be in the office at a certain time every
day.
Cons: for many people, the pros outweigh the cons, but the cons can be
significant. Fortunately, there are simple, practical solutions for most of the
drawbacks. First, without employees,
you might not be able to maintain the
group insurance benefits you’ve previously enjoyed, so you’ll be paying more
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each month. However, associations such
as AIPG have nice options available for
this. Second, when you’re a one-geologist
company, it’s hard to say no to potential
work. If you’re at all competitive or entrepreneurial, it’s even tougher, knowing
that a competitor will get the work that
you turn down. This is why having a
short list of strategic allies is a good idea
– you can overflow to one another when
necessary. Third, time management can
be very difficult. With no employees to
off-load work, it all comes down to you.
Time-management software, and most
importantly, self-discipline, can be a real
savior. Finally, a significant drawback
can be the inability to win some clients
because you lack the capacity – they
simply won’t believe that you can get the
work done in a timely manner without
the support. Again, I strongly advocate
that you maintain a network of support.
Combined with actual examples of success and testimonials from happy clients,
this network will put most prospective
clients’ minds at ease and allow you to
win the work.

Go Home and Get to
Work!
There are some great options available for the sole proprietor to set up shop.
Executive suites can be found in nearly
every city throughout the country. They
provide office space, a conference room
to meet with clients, and a receptionist
shared by all of the businesses in the
suite. Arrangements are flexible and
built for one-person companies that hope
to grow and want to portray a more professional image. One of the best benefits
for these folks is the ability to have a
business address with a bona fide suite
number, rather than an obviously residential address on Poplar Street.
But for the true sole practitioner,
there’s nothing better than a home office.
Home-based businesses are no longer
just for Amway or Avon representatives.
With the technology available today,

million-dollar businesses are run from
basements and spare rooms all around
the world. It’s easiest, of course, for computer programmers to work from home,
but professional services providers can
do it as well. Following are some tips to
make it work.

Home-Office Tips
Use the technology available to you.
• Set up a wireless network so you can
write a workplan or analyze data at
the kitchen table or on the porch
• Use services such as GoToMeeting.
com to hold on-line meetings with your
clients
• Similarly, use GoToMyPC to be able
to access your desktop computer from
your clients’ offices or Starbucks.
• If necessary, hire a computer consultant to help make all this work for you.
They can even access your computer
remotely to take over your mouse and
fix software issues.
If you feel compelled to hide or diminish
the fact that you’re working from home,
you have several tools available:
• Purchase a CD with “office noise” that
plays in the background, making your
it sound like you’re in a bustling office
(personally, I see no reason to hide
the home-office component of my own
business and would never resort to
such a tactic, but thousands of people
do).
• Use an answering service to accept
all calls, then call people back when
conditions are best
• Hold all meetings at restaurants, coffee shops, clients’ offices, or strategic
allies’ offices
• Secure a separate phone line for business and equip it with caller ID. If dogs
are barking or kids are crying in the
background when an important call
is coming through, you can let it go
to voicemail and call them back from
your cell phone off-site.
www.aipg.org
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Use outside services to their fullest,
especially for help with everything that
is not income-producing:
• Use Staples or Kinkos for report printing, binding, and mailing
• Use a bookkeeper who either comes to
your home once a week or receives a
package from you on a regular basis.
• Build strong relationships with a
few allies to whom you can outsource
overflow work on a reciprocal basis.
• Subcontract to vendors to handle
much of the implementation. With no
employees, you’ll need to have competent contractors in place.

Eric D. Floyd, LLC
One of your colleagues is currently
making the transition from “real” business to sole practitioner. After a couple
of decades in the business, Eric Floyd
is ready to be more selective about
the projects he accepts. While running
EDF Associates, a consulting firm in
Southern California, for many years, he
saw countless examples of the difficulties
of business ownership. Good employees
were sometimes difficult to find; great
employees were sometimes difficult to
keep. Clients, invariably, wanted to hire
Eric, not his firm. The overhead of rent,
taxes, benefits, and salaries seemed to
swallow up most of the revenue.
So Eric has done what many of us
want to. He is shedding the corporate

feel for the freelancer feel. His clients
will now be able to hire just him, not
his employees. More importantly, he’ll
be able to spend most of his time on his
wants and his clients needs, as opposed
to spending most of his time on the
business. He’ll continue to oversee the
most important parts of each project,
consulting with his clients about the
best ways to resolve their issues, writing workplans, interviewing and hiring
contractors on the clients’ behalf, etc.
In short, he’ll be the outsourced CEO
– Chief Environmental Officer (if there
is such a thing) for his clients. But he’ll
be doing all of this without the baggage
of a business to run.
Of course, although the change will
allow him to jettison the large office and
all of the associated expenses, he will not
abandon the professional image he has
built over the years. In fact, he’ll enhance
it. He is working on a new website to better reflect his refined focus, and making
corporate image investments consistent
with his service.
Eric has agreed to let me write about
his journey from time to time. So I will
keep you posted on the highlights of his
transition. In the meantime, I’m sure
Eric would love to hear from you at Eric@
EricDFloyd.com. I hope he inspires you
to make a big change in your professional life!

Duane Carey is President of IMPACT
Marketing & Public Relations in
Columbia, Maryland. He was a consulting hydrogeologist for 11 years prior to
launching a marketing consulting firm
in 2003. He earned his MBA at Johns
Hopkins University (JHU), and is a
Certified Professional Geologist (#10305)
and past President of the Capitol Section
of AIPG. In late 2005, he took over the
helm of IMPACT, which was founded in
1990 by one of his professors at JHU.
He can be reached at 410-312-0081 or
duane@MilkYourMarketing.com

AIPG 2008 Annual
Meeting
Flagstaff, Arizona

Theme:
Changing
Waterscapes and
Water Ethics for
The 21st Century
September 20-24
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON PAGE 15
Answers:
1.

The answer is “b” or “Forth Worth
Basin”.
The “Muenster Arch” of Texas is a
late Paleozoic (Carboniferous-Permian)
uplift that separates the Forth Worth
Basin on the west from the Sherman
Basin to the east. Tectonically, the
Muenster Arch is related to the deformation episode that also affected the WichitaAmarillo Uplift and the Matador-Electra
Range. Tectonic activity in the area culminated with the folding and thrusting
episode that gave rise to the Ouachita
System and the eventual formation of
the super continent of Pangaea.
The “Tularosa Basin” is a graben in
the basin and range province of southern
New Mexico. It is located between the
Oscura and San Andres Mountains to
the west and the Sacramento Mountains
to the east. Its northern and southern
boundaries are defined by the Chupadera
Mesa (north) and the Franklin and
Hueco Mountains (south).
The “Chaco Basin” is not in North
America. It is a Tertiary-age (OligoceneRecent) feature in southern Bolivia,
in South America. It lies between the
Brazilian Shield (east) and the sub
Andean topographic front (west).
2.

The answer is “c” or “Acadian
Orogeny”.
The “Acadian Orogeny” affected the
Appalachian region of New England
into Canada. The deformation is late
Devonian in age, with plutonic activity
extending into the Mississippian Period.
The “Caledonian Orogeny” is dated
as deformation occurring in SilurianDevonian time, affecting Scotland,
Ireland, England, Wales and Norway.
In contrast, the “Alleghenian Orogeny”
occurred later in time, during the late
Paleozoic, affecting the Valley and Ridge
Province of the Appalachian System.
Some phases of deformation may have
extended into the Triassic Period of the
Mesozoic Era.
The “Laramide Orogeny” is even
younger, having affected the western part
of North America, starting in Cretaceous
time (Mesozoic) and continuing into the
Tertiary Period of the Cenozoic Era. This
tectonic event resulted in the creation of
the Rocky Mountains.
3.

The answer is “b” or 51 kilometers.”
The proof follows:
ER = 700 kilometers, thus, ER/2 = 350
kilometers.
V = D/T
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For the P1 seismic ray, V = D1/T =
700 km/96 sec = 7.29 km/sec.
Now, the distance traveled by P2 is
two-way travel time. Thus:
V = D2/T (where D2 is the distance
EMR).
D2 = VT = (7.29 km/sec)(97 sec) =
707.13 kilometers.
D2/2 = 353.57 kilometers (where D2/2
is distance EMR/2).
Then:
(dm)2 + (ER/2)2 = (D2/2)2
(dm)2 = (D2/2)2 - (ER/2)2
(dm)2 = (353.7 km)2 – (350 km)2
dm = 51.02 kilometers

surface of a glacier. Some “kames” may
form from deposition of glacial drift by
a sub-glacial stream as a fan or delta at
the margin of a melting glacier.
“Drumlins” are asymmetrical, oval
and elongated hills, mounds or ridges of
glacial drift that are shaped by the ice
flow. “Drumlins” have a steep side which
faces the direction from which the ice
came from and a gentler slope tapering
in the direction of the ice flow.

AGI AND AGIF
ESTABLISH AWARD
FOR E4XEMPLARY K-8
SCIENCE TEACHER
ALEXANDRIA, VA - The American
Geological Institute (AGI) and the
AGI Foundation are pleased to
announce the creation of the Edward
C. Roy, Jr.

4.

The answer is “a” or “chonetes”, or
“productid brachiopods”.
“Chonetes” is a “productid brachiopod”. “Productids” lived from Devonian
to Permian time and became extinct at
the close of the Paleozoic Era. In contrast, “Allosaurus” lived in the Jurassic
Period of the Mesozoic Era. This carnivorous dinosaur was one of the most
fearsome predators of the time.
“Nerinea” is a gastropod with a highspired, ornamented or smooth shell.
Specimens of “Nerinea” range from
Jurassic to Cretaceous, but “Nerinea
trinodosa” is an index fossil for the
Jurassic Period.
“Apatosaurus” (commonly but incorrectly referred to as “brontosaurus”) was
an herbivorous sauropod that also lived
during the Jurassic Period.
5.

The answer is “b” or “an esker”.
Long, sinuous, steep-sided ridges of
glacial drift are typically “eskers”. The
sediments are a result of deposition by
sub-glacial or englacial streams flowing
in ice tunnels or between the ice walls of
a stagnant or retreating glacier.
“Kames” are conical hills or short,
irregular ridges of glacial drift that
form when sediments fill in holes on the

Award for Excellence in Earth
Science Teaching. Given annually,
this award recognizes one classroom
teacher from kindergarten to eighth
grade for his or her leadership and
innovation in earth science education.
The winner will receive a $2,500
prize and an additional grant of
$1,000 to enable the recipient to
attend an AGI member society conference. To be eligible for this year’s
competition, applications must be
postmarked by March 1, 2008.
This award is named in honor of
Dr. Edward C. Roy, Jr., who was a
strong and dedicated supporter of
earth science education. He served
as Past President of AGI, chaired the
AGI Education Advisory Committee,
and received both the Ian Campbell
Medal and the Heroy Distinguished
Service award. In addition, he served
as the Gertrude and Walter Pyron
Distinguished Professor of Geology
at Trinity University, as Dean of the
Division of Sciences, Mathematics, and
Engineering, and as Vice President
for Academic Affairs.
Roy was also appointed Chair of
the Texas Earth Science Task Force
by the Commissioner of the Texas
Education Agency.
To learn more about competition
requirements, application procedures,
and deadlines, visit http://www.agiweb.org/education/awards/ed-roy/.
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The Never-Ending
Game of Time
ManagementPart Two
Nancy Price, SA-0382
Time management strategies are
most effective when you need to budget
your time to complete a large number of
tasks. Such strategies can help you work
efficiently and effectively to prioritize
and tackle assignments. They help you
make your time work for you.
It is a bad sign, however, if you find
that you are overmanaging your time,
filling all of your time with work. Do
you find yourself working through most
meals, with a sandwich at the keyboard
or a book in the cafeteria? Are you the
type of person that has a book propped up
on the treadmill so that you can work out
and do work at the same time? How about
walking across campus and reading at
the same time? Do you sacrifice sleep
to gain more work time? Have you ever
wished that you could subconsciously
learn in your sleep from notes on tape
just like all those gimmicks promise?
If you can seriously relate to many of
these questions, it is possible that you
have gone a little too far with your time
management. You can try to use every

START AN
AIPG STUDENT
CHAPTER
TODAY!
AIPG STUDENT
CHAPTER MANUAL
www.aipg.org
The AIPG Student Chapter
Manual is available on the
AIPG National Website at
www.aipg.org.

www.aipg.org

possible moment of your life for reading
and homework, but cutting out sleep,
proper meals, and down time can be
counterproductive instead.
The single most often utilized time
stealing mechanism of professionals and
students alike is the habit of working
instead of sleeping. Seven or eight hours
of sleep a night is required for most
adults to adequately function throughout the day. REM sleep, the most important part of the sleep cycle, occurs at the
end of the sleep period and can be easily
interrupted if the sleep cycle is cut short.
Most of us can function on less sleep if
necessary, but that does not mean that
we are functioning optimally. It becomes
harder to stay awake and pay attention
in class when you don’t get enough sleep.
Homework assignments and papers can
take longer to complete when your brain
is only half awake. Stealing only a few
hours of sleep a night for work can translate into an overall net loss of productivity during the day. Therefore, you may
be thinking that you are gaining work
time, but you really may be sabotaging
yourself instead.
A recent study conducted at Harvard
and McGill Universities investigated
the effect of sleep on a student’s ability
to learn patterns. One group of students
was allowed to study a pattern of shapes
and colors and then was immediately
tested on that pattern. A second group
of students studied the pattern, took a
short nap, and then was tested on the
pattern. The second group, or the nap
group, did better on the test than the
group that did not sleep showing that
sleep affected the students’ performance
on tests. It appears from this and other
similar studies that sleep plays an essential role in the brain’s ability to learn and
remember. If you don’t give your brain

adequate time to process what you have
learned in the day, your ability as a student can diminish. Sometimes it is just
better to study a little, sleep on it, and
start fresh again in the morning.
Keeping up your physical health is
also very important in effective time
management, because if your body does
not perform well then you won’t perform
well academically. Regular and sufficient sleep is obviously a very important
part of keeping a healthy body. If your
body is well-rested, then it will be better
able to fight sickness and injury. Yet,
in addition to regular everyday health,
getting enough sleep is important for
keeping a sickness from getting worse.
Not sleeping at the start of the cold or
flu can precipitate the severity of the
sickness, perhaps leading to aggressive
bacterial infections or even pneumonia.
Time lost during a severe sickness is
much greater than the time lost by going
to bed early for a day or two. A healthy
diet also contributes to a healthy, betterfunctioning body. Skipping meals and
eating too much junk food can translate
into energy-sapping vitamin deficiencies
or blood sugar imbalances. Even dehydration can make you tired and lethargic.
If you habitually crash after a big lunch
or feel groggy and slow on mornings that
you skip breakfast, perhaps you should
pay a little more attention to what, when,
and how much you eat. Your eating habits could be your productivity killer, so it
pays to be a more careful eater.
Personal time, play time, and down
time can also fall victim to a need for
more work time. It may be hard to justify
going out for a movie or even just reading
a book for pleasure when you have so
much work piling up. Yet, these breaks
are just as important as sleep and can
be an effective preventative measure
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against academic burn-out. If you schedule in weekly personal activities, such as
college clubs or regular social outings,
then you can have a predictable outlet to
the weekly grind. Such an outlet can lead
to an overall increase in productivity.
You may find that you are procrastinating a little less if you allow yourself to
do something fun every once in a while.
In graduate school, in particular, where
your entire weekly life can be consumed
by one single topic, it is important
and even vital to schedule in dedicated
personal time. As an undergraduate,
the breaks between busy semesters
are important times to recharge. After
finals are over, chances are you are too
burned-out to care about classes. Those
inter-semester breaks are the time to let
the old semester go and to rest up for
the new one. If you overwork yourself
and don’t get any down time, you have
a greater chance of losing your focus
and motivation for your degree, and, in
the end, the stolen time spent working

is never worth the time you will need to
spend getting back on track.
When your best efforts at time management still don’t seem enough and
when you are too sleep-deprived and
burnt-out to care anymore, it may be
time to face the facts that you may have
more tasks to do than is humanly possible. Perhaps you are overextending
yourself. Picking classes can be like picking foods from a buffet. At a buffet, your
eyes may be bigger than your stomach
and your plate could easily be filled with
more than you can physically fit into
your stomach. Like the buffet table, a
course catalogue filled with exciting and
interesting classes can entice you into
signing up for more than you can handle.
With too many classes, you could easily
find yourself overwhelmed in the middle
of the semester with too many projects
and too many tests. It is important to
know your limits. Don’t take too many
classes in the first place. Ask a professor
how much work is required for a class

AFLAC
Why Supplemental Insurance?
Even the best health insurance plan can leave you vulnerable to:
Unpaid medical bills... including deductibles, co-payments, and
out-of-network charges.
Loss of income... if a serious illness or accident seriously reduces
the total earning power of the afflicted employee and/or spouse.
Out-of-pocket expenses... such as the cost of travel, lodging, meals,
child care, home care, and special equipment, as well as everyday
living expenses like mortgage/rent, car, utilities, food, and
credit card balances.
That’s why over 40 million people worldwide have turned to AFLAC.
Our full range of guaranteed-renewable insurance policies includes:
Accident/Disability, Short-Term Disability, Cancer,
Hospital Confinement Indemnity, Hospital Intensive Care,
Specified Health Event, Life, Long-Term Care, Dental
Most important, all of our policies pay cash benefits directly to you
even if you have other coverage. You decide where the money goes.
It’s your choice!

AFLAC
http://www.aflac.com
Carol Streicher, AFLAC Sales Associate
Phone: (303) 674-1808

before you take it. Ask about projects,
tests, laboratory reports, quizzes, and
homework. Ask around and see what
other students thought about the class
and whether or not it was time intensive.
If you know that you are going to be taking a particularly difficult class, perhaps
you should choose less time-consuming
classes to fill out your schedule and
credit hours. You are not going to learn
anything from a class if you don’t have
enough time for it and you are almost
certainly not going to pull in a good
grade either.
Placing unrealistic expectations on
yourself and your time can lead to
decreased productivity as well as result
in sleep loss, poor nutrition, poor health,
or even burnout. No degree of time management can save you from an impossible
workload. Something usually suffers,
be it your learning, your health, or your
GPA. Trying to fit a four-year program
into three years or attempting to complete a dual degree in the time it takes
to do the course work for only one degree
is unrealistic for many people. The same
thing goes for balancing too many clubs
or academic commitments. Know how
much you can realistically handle and
trust that. Even if your degree takes
an extra year, your sanity and personal
well-being are worth the sacrifice.
If you have any ideas, questions, or
comments about this article or any other
issues, please feel free to contact me via
email at: nancyaprice@yahoo.com.

Is Your Profile
Correct?
It is important to keep your
address, phone numbers, and email information up to date in our
records. Please take the time to
go to the AIPG National Website
<www.aipg.org> login to the member portion of the site and make
sure your information is correct.
You can edit your record online.
If you do not know your login and
password you can e-mail National
Headquarters at aipg@aipg.org or
call (303) 412-6205.

Please identify yourself as an AIPG Member to receive the
AIPG Association discounted prices.
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An Unfortunate
Association
Joseph J. Fiore, Jr., SA-1164

Sometimes a pop culture phenomenon’s effects on society can stretch
inexplicably far. As a geology student
today, I am experiencing one of those
very effects. Except this one is not only
interesting enough to be of note, it’s
also highly disappointing. Ridiculously
disappointing, to the point that I frequently find myself wanting to bang my
head against hard objects. It’s a truly
unfortunate association.
The hit NBC sitcom Friends is one of
the most successful television shows in
history. The series ran for 10 seasons
and 236 episodes, all of which are now
available on DVD and running in syndication across the globe. The show’s series
finale attracted some 50 million viewers,
which was good enough for fourth place
all time amongst sitcoms. All of that air
time has translated into serious impact
on the psyche of the average television
viewer.
While the longevity and viewership of
the show are impressive accolades, they
don’t quite explain the extent to which
this program has permeated society.
The show’s popularity is so far reaching
that the grand opening of “The Central
Perk” coffee shop chain, named for the
main setting of the series, took place in
Dubai. Not New York or Los-Angeles,
but Dubai.
Friends has been so ingrained in the
minds of my fellow college students that
it has apparently given a new face to and
perception of our profession, without the
word “geology” even having been regularly mentioned on the show.
This impression is unfortunately
widely held, and I’ve been hearing it
from my classmates for about three years
now. It’s significant enough that I would
put the odds at maybe 5 to 1 today that
I am going to hear it in the course of
meeting someone new.

www.aipg.org

On a regular basis, people don’t believe
me when I tell them I am a geology major.
It could be that the number of people in
college today studying geology is so few.
It could also easily be that I don’t look
smart enough to be majoring in geology.
Whatever the case, the conversation usually goes like this:
“What is your major?”
“Geology”
“No way!!! Really?”
“Yes, really.”
“Well what are you going to do with
that?”
“I’m going to be a geologist.”
“Like… Ross from Friends?”
“Insert slapping myself in the face
here”.
At different times in my college career
I have had different ideas of what I
would like to do, and the operative
clause on what “I am going to do with
that” has read either paleontologist or
archeologist. I first heard the “Ross from
Friends” reference noted above, and
when I prompted it by reporting that
I would specialize in paleontology. At
that time I was impressed that people
actually knew what paleontology was. As
time went on, I would hear it more and
more, and not long thereafter in response
to either archaeology or geology. Now
I’m just depressed that a fictional sitcom
paleontologist is the only thing people
can think of when they encounter a geologist, and unfortunate association.
It’s gotten to the point now that I
brace myself as soon as I tell someone
my major, because I know in a few short
moments that I am going to hear those
four words. Sometimes I will just predicate their response with a “no, not like
Ross from Friends”, to prevent myself
from firing back a more stinging retort.
When I’m not feeling like such a humani-

tarian I sometimes join in with them as
they ask: “like Ross from Friends!… yeah
I hear it a lot”.
So what is so bad about being associated with this Ross character? Beside the
obvious disadvantage of being associated
with a guy on a sitcom who isn’t even a
geologist, profession aside, Ross still isn’t
the guy we want representing us. On
Friends, Dr. Ross Gellar is a paleontologist and lecturer at NYU. He is the butt of
countless jokes poking fun at his affinity
for dinosaurs, and he is the resident nerd
of the six friends who make up the cast.
But beyond being about as cool as mafic
magma, Ross is a bit of a loser. Before
the age of 30, Ross has been divorced
three times; each one the result of a
terrible situation he had gotten himself
into, from the run of the mill inebriated
Vegas fling, to the more delightfully
heart-wrenching unrequited love and
mistaken sexual orientation.
As mentioned earlier, the link between
paleontology and geology is not even
discussed at length in the series. There
are various occasions in which geology is mentioned, though few and far
between. One notable such occasion has
Ross describing geologists as being at
“the bottom of the dating barrel”, right
next to guys on their fourth divorce and
murderers.
Where is the justice? Far from here, I
can tell you. Clearly the writers of this
show didn’t know any geologists.
Why does it have to be Ross from
Friends? Can’t society confuse us with
some other, more respectable character? People have asked me if I want
to be an archaeologist like Ross from
Friends. How does this goofy thirtysomething paleontologist supercede the
great Indiana Jones as the go to guy
when thinking of archeologists? Indiana
Jones is a daring, adventurous Casanova
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who makes discoveries of biblical proportions while battling through tribal warriors and Nazi troops. And he has been
supplanted by a guy who was so nervous
for the first lecture he gave that he conjured up a British accent for use during
class? Come on, Ross isn’t even the best
paleontologist character. Dr. Alan Grant
of Jurassic Park is practically the Fonz
compared to Ross. And this whole subject is ridiculous because none of these
people are even geologists!
Don’t get me wrong, Friends is a great
show. My girlfriend Susie’s mother gave
her a box set of the entire series this
past fall, so I have seen quite a bit of
it in the past few months. There are
frequent jokes about Ross being a paleontologist, but I am utterly baffled that
my entire generation, and many people
at large, have managed to confuse or
associate us with this lame character.
It’s mind boggling to me that a television
show has seemingly changed the face of
our profession, by an association with
the profession of one of it’s characters.
And unfortunately, Ross is just not
the type of guy I want to be associated
with. Somebody is going to have to put
a more reputable geologist in a movie
quick, or I’m going to lose it over here.
I might even start making “NOT like
Ross from Friends” T-shirts if anyone
is interested.

2008 AIPG
AHS and 3rdIPGC
Symposium
Flagstaff, Arizona
September 20-24

Plan to Attend
Visit the
Grand Canyon
More Details Coming Soon
www.aipg.org/2008/AIPGAHS-3IPGC.htm
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SCIENCE IN THE NEWS
from Sigma Xi
The Scientific Research Society
Volcanoes Blamed for Prehistoric Global Warming
from the Los Angeles Times
Scientists believe they have solved the mystery of what caused the most rapid
global warming in known geologic history, a cataclysmic temperature spike 55
million years ago driven by concentrations of greenhouse gases hundreds of
times greater than today.
The culprit, the researchers reported Thursday in the journal Science, was a
series of volcanic eruptions that set off a chain reaction releasing massive amounts
of carbon into the atmosphere. The eruptions occurred on the rift between two
continental plates as Greenland and Europe separated.
In 10,000 years - a blip in Earth’s history - the polar seas turned into tropical
baths, deep-sea microorganisms went extinct, and mammals migrated poleward
as their habitats warmed. It took about 200,000 years for the atmospheric carbon
to transfer to the deep ocean, allowing the planet to cool. The event, known as
the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum, was discovered in the early 1990s.
To read more: http://www.latimes.com/news/science/la-sciwarming27apr27,1,1347684.story or: http://tinyurl.com/26hkeh
Study: Warming May Cut US Hurricane Hits
from the Chicago Tribune (Registration Required
WASHINGTON - Global warming could reduce how many hurricanes hit the
United States, according to a new federal study that clashes with other research.
The new study is the latest in a contentious scientific debate over how man-made
global warming may affect the intensity and number of hurricanes.
In it, researchers link warming waters, especially in the Indian and Pacific
oceans, to increased vertical wind shear in the Atlantic Ocean near the United
States. Wind shear -- a change in wind speed or direction -- makes it hard for
hurricanes to form, strengthen and stay alive.
So that means “global warming may decrease the likelihood of hurricanes
making landfall in the United States,” according to researchers at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Miami Lab and the University of
Miami.
To read more: http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/sns-ap-hurricanes-warming,1,2778321.storyOr: http://tinyurl.com/268zhw
Volcano Found Under Antarctic Ice
from Nature News
Scientists have found an active volcano beneath Antarctic ice that last erupted
just 2,000 years ago. The hotspot lies beneath the Pine Island region of the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet, where glaciers are retreating more quickly than elsewhere
on the continent. The dramatic find might help to explain this particularly rapid
loss of ice.
Although the Antarctic is often thought of as a huge, sedate expanse of snow,
the continent is known to host several active volcanoes, some of which poke out of
the ice. Mount Erebus, on Ross Island in the Ross Sea, is the area’s most famous
active volcano and its continuous activity has been observed since the 1970s.
This volcanic activity has led some geologists to suspect that volcanoes lurking
beneath the ice might affect how glaciers melt and flow on the continent. But no
such hot-spots have been confirmed until now.
To read more: http://www.nature.com/news/2008/080118/full/news.2008.304.
html Or: http://tinyurl.com/2h289d
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NEW APPLICANTS AND MEMBERS (12/12/07 - 2/11/08)
Applicants for certification must meet AIPG’s
standards as set forth in its Bylaws on education,
experience, competence, and personal integrity.
If any Member or board has any factual information as to any applicant’s qualifications in regard
to these standards, whether that information
might be positive or negative, please mail that
information to Headquarters within thirty (30) days.
This information will be circulated only so far as
necessary to process and make decisions on the
applications. Negative information regarding an
applicant’s qualifications must be specific and
supportable; persons who provide information that
leads to an application’s rejection may be called
as a witness in any resulting appeal action.
*Due to the availability of AIPG’s online directory, new member address information will no longer
be printed in TPG. If you need assistance locating
this information please contact Headquarters.

Applicants for Certified
Professional Geologist
AK Michael A. Power
AL Charles J. Tapper
CT Michael T. Coon
ID Richard E. Lippoth
MA Derek C. Volkin
NV Richard Michael Perry
NY Bryan Lee Zieroff
WA James E. Hay
Czech Republic-Pavel J. Reichl

Applicants Upgrading to CPG
CO Marc D. Melker MEM-1364
WA Richard C. Parish MEM-1350

New Certified Professional
Geologists
AK Andrea E. Carlson CPG-11159
AZ Dennis J. Dalton CPG-11148
CO Douglas H. Underhill CPG-11154
LA William H. Robbins, III CPG-11144
MS Jason R. McKenna CPG-11151
NV Richard L. Bedell, Jr. CPG-11156
NV Michael W. Roper CPG-11158
NY William V. Silveri CPG-11150
OH D. Mark Jones CPG-11149
OH Jeffrey W. Myers CPG-11155
OH Brett C. Latta CPG-11157
OH Matthew S. Pesci CPG-11163
WV Michael I. Stratton CPG-11153

New Members
AK-Andrew K. Angel MEM-1362
AK-Robert A. Enos, Jr. MEM-1328
AZ-William D. Hart MEM-1340
CA-Donald Chance MEM-1368
CO-Ryan Pederson MEM-1342
CO-Stanley Zawistowski MEM-1361
CT-Christina G. Pollock MEM-1320
FL-Brian R. Burke MEM-1330
FL-Cameron Walker MEM-1343
FL-Daniel J. Acquaviva MEM-1358
FL-Daniel Levy MEM-1371
FL-David Adams MEM-1366
FL-David Warburton MEM-1355
FL-EE Cheeseman MEM-1369
FL-Leo Swayze MEM-1376
FL-Mike McCoy MEM-1372
FL-Peter Barts MEM-1359
FL-Pierre W. Bruno MEM-1339
FL-Sharon Trost MEM-1351
FL-Thomas Farkas MEM-1370
FL-William Rueckert MEM-1375
GA-David Goodrich MEM-1354
GA-Kenneth A. Nelson MEM-1374
IL-Cindy S. Davis MEM-1322
KS-Diana Dee Long MEM-1332
KS-Michael A. Wilson MEM-1336
KS-Paul D. Buozis MEM-1367
KS-Robert S. Ralls MEM-1323
KY-Sarah M. Donaldson MEM-1345
MA-Bill A. Abrahams-Dematte MEM-1341
MN-Susan K. Mickus MEM-1335
MN-William H. Jahn MEM-1334
MO-Jeffrey J. Weatherly MEM-1356
MO-Joseph A. Gillman MEM-1326
MO-Robert G. Dunn, Jr. MEM-1331
MS-Steven Walkinshaw MEM-1352
MT-Don Woody MEM-1344
MT-William Muldoon MEM-1373
NH-James M. Tarr MEM-1329
NH-Jeffrey R. Lacroix MEM-1338
NH-Lindi S. Higgins MEM-1357
NH-Mark R. Henderson MEM-1327

NH-Todd A. Greenwood MEM-1337
NJ-Michael J. Morris MEM-1324
NM-Jack Frost MEM-1360
NY-Erroll J. O’Brien MEM-1363
NY-Robert V. Osborne MEM-1321
PA-Derek K. Rhodes MEM-1325
PA-Frank Aceto, Jr. MEM-1365
TX-John Sandy, Jr. MEM-1353
VA-Scott P. Haitz MEM-1333

New Student Adjuncts
GA-Joseph Ivanowski SA-1334
GA-Stuart Nail SA-1335
GA-Brian A. Steele SA-1336
NV-Heidi L. Drexler SA-1337

Visit the AIPG Store
online at www.aipg.org
Promotional Items
1/4 Zip Polar Fleece
Jacket and 16 oz Stainless Steel Travel Mug

Price
$31.50
SAVE
$5.00

AIPG Membership
Totals
As of
2/1/07

As of
2/12/07

CPG / Active
3,642
CPG/Non-Practicing 446
Member
844
Associate Memb.
35
Student Adjunct
582
Honorary
23
Corporate Member
3
TOTALS
5,575

3,668
446
872
24
491
23
3
5,527

www.aipg.org
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIRECTORY
This service is open to AIPG Members as well as nonmembers. The Professional Services Directory is a one year
listing offering experience and expertise in all phases of geology. Prepayment required. Advertising rates are based on a
3 3/8” x 1 3/4” space

ONE YEAR LISTING FOR ONLY:
AIPG Member
Non-Member

$300.00
$400.00

Space can be increased vertically by
doubling or tripling the size and also the rate.

David M. Abbott, Jr.

Consulting Geologist LLC
AIPG CPG, FAusIMM, EurGeol, PG-TX, UT, WY

evaluating natural resources, disclosures about them,
reserve estimates, and geological ethics & practices

2266 Forest Street
Denver, CO 80207-3831

Tel: 303-394-0321
Fax: 303-394-0543

dmageol@msn.com or dmageol@aol.com

AIPG Corporate Sponsor

HB Management Group
Engineering, Risk Analysis,
Turn-Arounds.
(Svetovalec/Inñenior).

Kelvin J. Buchanan, P.E., M.B.A., CPG
President

USA

575 Forest St., #100
P.O. Box 2391
Reno, NV 89505-2391
Tel: (775) 786-4515
Fax: (775) 786-4324
E-mail: summitcrk@aol.com
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EUROPE
Alpska 8
4248 Lesce
Slovenia
Tel: 386-04-537-88-54
Fax: 386-04-537-88-40
E-mail: mtjudah@aol.com

www.aipg.org

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIRECTORY
ELLIS INTERNATIONAL SERVICES, INC.
Valuations • Geology • Economics
www.minevaluation.com
TREVOR R. ELLIS

Certified Minerals Appraiser-AIMA
Certified Professional Geologist-AIPG
Mineral Economist-MS
600 Gaylord Street
Denver, Colorado 80206-3717, USA
Phone: 303 399 4361
Fax: 303 399 3151
e-mail: ellis@minevaluation.com

•
•
•
•

Geology Reports
Market Studies
Economic Evaluation
Property Valuation

Dr. Robert Font, CPG, PG, EurGeol
President

Geoscience Data Management
Our geoscientists specialize in database entry of
G&G and engineering records.
Petroleum geoscience and geohazards courses also available.
214-213-9331 Cell
www.geosciencedm.com

www.geodm.com
rgfont@cs.com

P.O. Box 864424, Plano, Texas 75086 - USA

AIPG Corporate Member

Want to purchase minerals and
other oil/gas interests.
Send details to:
P.O. Box 13557, Denver, CO 80201.

51 Portsmouth Avenue
Exeter, NH 03833

P.O. Box 1306
Newburyport, MA 01950

tel: 603-773-0075
888-838-6571

fax: 603-773-0077
www.geospherenh.com

Draper Aden Associates
Blacksburg, ♦ Richmond, Virginia
Engineering ♦ Surveying ♦ Environmental Services

•
•
•

Groundwater Assessment and Remediation
Solid Waste Management
Wetlands and Ecological Services

2206 South Main Street • Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
Phone: (540) 552-0444

http://www.daa.com

Fax:

mlawless@daa.com

(540) 552-0291

www.aipg.org

AIPG
Corporate Member

BCI
Engineers & Scientists, Inc.
2000 E. Edgewood Dr., Ste. 215
Lakeland, FL 33813
863-667-2345/863-667-2662 Fax
www.bcieng.com
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From MY Education to OUR
Careers
Betty Gibson
You are a success! You reached your
goal of a college degree. You pursued and
achieved a job, and while not the “perfect” job, it does not include the phrase
“may I take your order please?” You are
proud of these achievements in your life.
Your parents feel that they can breathe
deeply, and tell their friends that their
son/daughter is a GEOLOGIST. Note
the pride in their voices, conveyed here
by capital letters!
But wait—there is more! Sound like
an infomercial? It is, in a way. Your life
is just beginning, and you are about to
face and make more adjustments than
you realize. Are you alone? Probably
not, but if you are, that will not last
long, statistically. We humans are social
creatures, which means that you will
very likely meet and marry some special person during your college or early
career years.
From this point onward, your life
should be a true partnership. Think
about the meaning of this word. Yes,
that is what marriage is ideally. With
luck and hard work your career and your
partnership can be much more meaningful if you and your partner share. Does
that mean you should marry a geologist?
Not at all (but I did)! So share what?
Share some aspect of your job or your geologic/environmental interests. And that
sharing works both ways—take a sincere
interest in your partner’s life, too.
Okay, you now have that initial job,
and you are beginning the next stage
of your lives together. Statistically you
will change jobs an average of 10 times
between age 18 and 38 (http://careerplanning.about.com/b/2006/07/28/
how-often-do-people-changecareers.htm), your initial working
years. Whether the decision to change
is your choice or forced by “downsizing”
or some other action, this is where life
becomes a real challenge. If you are to
have a successful marriage/partnership,
your decisions must be made together.
The following digression is an example
from this author’s experience. My husband and I watched one marriage dissolve
because the husband, a geologist, was
offered a really great PhD graduate assistantship, with full funding, 636 miles
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from “home”. The wife said “no” very
firmly, because her mother forbid such a
long move, that would take her daughter
away from her. We watched what could
have been a wonderful beginning to a
formidable career wither and die.
A second digression, if I may. In another case, a mineral exploration geologist
we knew came home one day to hear his
wife talk of divorce. Why? He had been
away from home more than two thirds
of the previous year! He made a career
change and their partnership survived.
What is my point? Have both ”my” and
“our” goals firmly in place. Understand
what each of you think about those goals,
and be sure to have an agreement as to
how to attain them. How many sacrifices
are you each willing to make? How supportive will you be when an opportunity
comes along for your partner? Can you,
and will you, both keep enhancing your
education, so that both partners are very
marketable if change involves a move? Be
aware also that change may also include
swapping primary breadwinners. We
have made major moves to, and lived
in Ohio, Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Texas, Alabama, North
Carolina, Florida, South Carolina, and
now Florida again. The repeats aren’t
misprints. We worked for short periods (a
matter of weeks) in Bermuda and Puerto
Rico. Were our families thrilled? No. Was
each move a step up, offering something
advantageous for one or both of us?
Definitely! Best of all, our partnership
has lasted 41 years, and we still enjoy
each other’s company even when we are
working together, which we often have.
I would not presume to dictate goals
for you and your partner, but may I offer
some suggestions? Aside from what is
mentioned above about shared goals and
interests, let’s go back to the infomercial. There is more. Face each change
as an adventure. Will they all be good
adventures? Of course not! But you will
both learn from them. Will you make
mistakes? Certainly! Again learn from
them and go forward. Most important of
all, be sure to have fun. Laugh together
or at each other, but never in “meanness”. Share. Communicate. Geology is a
wonderful, interesting career with many

facets, but can be a real challenge to a
relationship. You can make it work, and
may it bring you as much real enjoyment
as it has both me and my husband.
Betty O. Gibson, M.Ed. in Curriculum
and Instruction Technology-Adjunct
Professor of Geology, Florida Community
College at Jacksonville, Jacksonville,
FL(bgibson@fccj.edu). As a geologist, she
began her professional career working
for the Naval Oceanographic Survey, and
then the USGS Water ResourcesDivision.
She has since taught in every grade
level from Pre-Kindergarten through
College, at one point establishing Science
Emphasis Week programs for interested
K-12 schools in a nine county area.
Alexandria, VA - For the first time,
the American Geological Institute (AGI)
will be exhibiting at the Association of
American Geographers (AAG) Annual
Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts. The
largest geographic conference in the
world will feature more than 6,000
geographers and 54 exhibitors.
Visit the AGI Booth (number 539)
at the Boston Marriott Copley Place
April 15-19, 2008. Attendees will able
to preview our selection of publications,
such as the “Glossary of Geology,” and
our online services. The booth will also
feature footage from “Faces of Earth,”
AGI’s 4-episode, award nominated highdefinition television series about the
ever-changing planet on which we live.
DVD sets of the complete series will be
available for purchase at the conference.
The American Geological Institute is
a nonprofit federation of 44 geoscientific
and professional associations that represents more than 120,000 geologists,
geophysicists and other earth scientists. Founded in 1948, AGI provides
information services to geoscientists,
serves as a voice of shared interests
in the profession, plays a major role
in strengthening geoscience education,
and strives to increase public awareness
of the vital role the geosciences play in
society’s use of resources, resiliency to
natural hazards, and interaction with
the environment.
www.aipg.org

Opportunities in the
Geosciences: It’s not just the
climate that’s changing
Kenneth Hnottavange-Telleen, CPG-10445
This article forecasts changes in
demand for geoscience services, as
appear likely to be caused by efforts to
mitigate and adapt to global warming.
The statements herein – while admittedly speculative – are drawn from
research and personal communications
during the past year. For details and
scientific bases of the predicted effects
of climate change, readers should begin
with Climate Change 2007: Impacts,
Adaptation and Vulnerability, released
in April 2007 by Working Group II of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). The Working Group III
report Mitigation of Climate Change,
released on May 4, 2007, also contains information bearing upon future
demand for geoscience services. All IPCC
reports can be downloaded, and many
other resources for studying the scientific bases, political reactions, and business responses to global warming are
available on the Web (see at end).
During the last two years, there has
been major shift in public opinion and
political interest in the U.S. around
issues related to global warming. These
changes came in the wake of scientific
consensus that global warming is significantly anthropogenic, is very likely
to have important undesirable impacts,
and can be limited through reductions
in greenhouse gas (GHG ) emissions.
While some undesirable impacts now
appear unavoidable, some can be partially addressed through responses
that include geoengineering projects.
Accordingly, the regulatory, financial,
and industrial responses to climate
change that began several years ago
have begun to affect the demand for
geoengineering, geoscience, and environmental services. While the changes
in demand will surely accelerate, the
rate of change is hard to predict; for reference, IPCC projections of major climate
change effects include decreased water
availability and agricultural production in large regions by 2020-2050, and
damaging sea-level rise by 2050-2080.
www.aipg.org

However, the efforts to mitigate and
adapt to global warming – and therefore
the changes in demand for geoscience
services – will accelerate much sooner.
Generally, the typical practice areas
pursued by AIPG members that appear
most likely to grow are those concerned
with water supply, coastal environment,
coastal infrastructure, facility siting,
and landfills. Locally, where certain
regions experience greater incidence of
heavy precipitation, concerns about slope
stability and flood control may drive
heightened demand for geoengineering
work. Uncommon practice areas, such as
catastrophic-risk evaluation and policy
analysis, are seeing increased demand
for geoscientists. And entirely new practice areas are beginning to emerge in
connection with efforts to sequester CO2
and other GHGs, and to validate emissions reductions. While some of the skills
needed for these efforts are more in the
fields of meteorology and soil science,
others are core practice areas within
traditional resource exploration, such
as deep geophysics, reservoir characterization, airborne geophysics, and other
remote sensing techniques.
Lastly, as priorities are reordered,
some bread-and-butter service areas
will probably shrink. The balance of
this article will offer more detailed
comment on the changes that seem to
be coming toward us as working geoscientists. Though this article focuses
on the continent where most of AIPG’s
membership practices, bear in mind that
North America is expected to be among
the least severely impacted parts of the
world. Human need for geoscience and
other services may grow most quickly in
Asia and Africa.
Earth’s Adaptation to Global
Warming
Among the changes forecast by IPCC
with high or very high confidence, those
relevant to demand for geoscience services in North America include:

- Increased drought in currently
drought-prone areas;
- Increased incidence of heavy precipitation events; increased winter
flooding downstream from western
mountains;
- Diminished and earlier-melting snowpack;
- Short-term increased productivity for
some crops; accompanied by increased
demand for irrigation; and
- Sea-level rise.
As this list implies, the critical impact
of warming upon humans is not so much
the warmth itself, but rather the related
changes in the distribution and movement of water in all its phases. Whether
local precipitation will come more or less
intensely, in greater or lesser annual
amounts, or in one season versus another, the existing water-related infrastructure will need significant adjustment
to cope with the altered conditions and
demands of the future. Much of western
and central North America – including
the wet Pacific Northwest – is expected
to suffer reduced availability of surface
water, groundwater, and hydropower.
Even in the northeastern United States
and eastern Canada where annual precipitation is increasing, decreased snowpack storage may increase the need for
reservoir storage, at the same time that
increased surface runoff is accelerating
sedimentation in existing reservoirs.
In no geologic settings are water
supplies at greater risk than in coastal
zones, where sea-level rise will speed
saltwater intrusion into both surface
freshwater resources and aquifers. In
addition to impairment of freshwater
quality, we face the long term need
for both landward retreat of coastal
infrastructure, and hardening or elevation of coastal facilities subject to more
frequent and/or more severe storms.
Especially near low-lying coasts, but in
many inland regions subject to increased
flooding, flood zones will need to be
remapped.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN GEOSCIENCES: IT’S NOT JUST THE CLIMATE THAT’S CHANGING
In the face of the stark challenges in
securing freshwater supplies, this most
fundamental of human needs, demand
for hydrogeological services will surely
grow, along with demand for geological
work in support of hydrologic, meteorologic, topographic, and geoengineering
studies.
Mitigation of global warming
Although theoretically global warming might be lessened through increasing
Earth’s atmospheric or surface albedo,
the schemes that currently appear most
practical involve reducing emissions of
GHGs, especially CO2, or increasing
their capture and longterm storage.
Capture technologies are the purview
of chemical engineers and biochemists.
However, three main storage modes are
inherently the realm of earth science. At
present the storage technologies employ
only a small number of researchers,
but any technology that is to make an
important contribution to mitigation
must spawn a large new industry – not
unlike the advent of environmental
earth science in the 1980s.
Terrestrial carbon sequestration envisions agricultural practices that increase
CO2 storage in plant materials and soil.
If efforts to economically produce cellulosic ethanol or other biofuels succeed,
these practices may create important
carbon sinks. Here again the chemical
engineers must lead, but soil scientists
will define and map the soil characteristics that constrain or favor both plant
growth and CO2 storage in soil. Marine
geologists may play a similarly adjunct
role if oceanic carbon sequestration overcomes important technical, ecosystem,
and sovereignty concerns.
Geologic carbon sequestration is well
known to geologists in its decades-old
application for enhanced oil recovery. As
applied for global-warming mitigation,
this technology envisions capturing CO2
from coal-burning power plants (preferably pre-combustion), compressing it
to supercritical phase, and injecting it
underground. In the U.S., studies and
pilot tests of this method have been
supported by the Department of Energy
since 2002, via seven regional Carbon
Sequestration Partnerships. Other projects are taking place in Canada, Europe,
Asia, and North Africa, supported by
consortia of energy companies, power
generators, and research organizations. This technology applies classical
geologic and geophysical expertise for
characterizing subsurface reservoirs,
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monitoring the migration of injected
CO2, and verifying its long term retention. It is hard to overemphasize the
importance of achieving economical,
effective carbon sequestration from coal
use – because this may be the only
way that China can avoid massive CO2
contributions that can dwarf worldwide
mitigation efforts.
Ultimately, CO2 capture and storage
technologies are merely stopgaps, and
long-term mitigation of global warming
can be achieved only through less-carbon-intensive energy generation. This
means that studies to site wind farms,
“clean-coal” plants, and even nuclear
plants will be undertaken at an increasing pace – all of which will require the
efforts of geologists and engineers. (This
is not to slight critical technologies like
transportation efficiency, building insulation, and solar, but to highlight those
that most call for geoscience input.)
Greenhouse Gas Consultancy
(GHC)
A third grouping of services, partly
geologically related and growing almost
entirely in response to global warming concern, resides mostly within the
emerging industry of greenhouse gas
consultancy. Some environmental geologists will find themselves well suited to
reorient careers in this direction. GHG
consultancy grew out of sustainability
and strategic business consulting, and
now counts among its ranks business
units of large consultancies as well as
new, GHG-focused small firms. The
services provided by these firms tend to
include climate-affected business risk
estimation, policy analysis, emissions
inventories and carbon footprint calculation, emissions reduction, offset verification, and carbon trading. Surprisingly,
carbon trading is increasingly allowing
environmental consultancies to create
value for their clients – especially for
clients such as municipalities and paper
mills who own landfills. The capture of
landfill-generated methane can be a
source of carbon credits, whose value
– while still volatile at this time – is
already tradable.
What will shrink?
At first impression, coal geology would
seem to be a profession with a limited
future. However, the vast energy stored
in coal makes this dependency difficult
to break, and hoped-for advances in
“clean-coal” technology may yet rescue

coal from its present state of damnation. Further, unminable (thin/deep)
coal seams may be attractive sequestration targets because they can release
methane (for energy generation) while
sorbing CO2. So the need to map and
to understand coal in detail has not yet
reached its end.
Investigations and remediation studies of soil and groundwater contaminants are the source of livelihood for
many AIPG members. While the regulations that drive this work are unlikely to
change much, regulatory emphasis may
shift toward issues directly related to
global warming. This bears watching.
A Path Forward
No one can claim to have a crystal
ball wherein the changes in demand for
geoscience services are shown in order,
with magnitudes and dates attached.
But here is a suggested systematic way
to think about how your business environment might change. Consider these
questions:
1.

Who are your or your company’s
clients now?

2.

What drives them to seek your services?

3.

How will those drivers change?
What will the new drivers be?

4.

What must you and your company
learn, in order to fill your clients’
coming needs?

And lastly,
5.

If your employer doesn’t have a clue
that big change is coming, is this the
time to step out?
There may be no better time to re-set
ourselves and our companies for the next
wave in geoscience opportunity.
Web resources for more
information
•
•
•
•
•

www.ipcc.ch
www.realclimate.org
http://gristmill.grist.org/skeptics
http://www.pewclimate.org/
http://www.us-cap.org/

Ken
Hnottavange-Telleen
has
more than 25 years of experience in
oil and mineral exploration, mining
hydrogeology, and environmental geology. He hopes to see other forecasts and
observations of change in the geoscience
profession, in TPG’s of the future.
www.aipg.org

Early Education of a Neophyte
Geologist

Neill H. (Vic) Ridgley, CPG-05138
My boss at each of my first two employers provided de facto mentoring, without
any discussion or analysis of the concept.
How did they do it? Each established
high performance expectations, and tolerated non-success as a beneficial learning experience.

First Employer:
As a “newbie,” I was expected to generate and follow up grass-roots leads
for uranium exploration in hard-rock
environments throughout the American
Southwest, and develop each prospect
with small-budget program plans.
Mandate in hand, I succeeded in locating
two worthwhile targets (A and B), but got
the company enmeshed in serious mining claim conflicts. The conflicts arose
because of ambiguous claims that the
former claim possessors chose to defend
after being alerted to our interest.
Target (A) was abandoned as too
expensive to fight in court. Target (B)
was only settled after multiple physical
and legal confrontations, and threats
of suits and countersuits reaching into
county government.
The lesson I learned from this was,
“Nothing ventured, nothing gained.”
The lesson my mentor conveyed – and
was perfectly comfortable with – was
“Baptism by Fire.”

core assays revealed a substantial deficiency in expected chemical uranium.
I was granted a 1-year hiatus in the
program to analyze and account for
the shortfall in the calculated uranium
resource. It turned out that the identified roll-front was a fossilized radiometric shell, whose actual (chemical)
uranium content had been eviscerated
and remobilized away from the property
by subsequent vanadiferous oxidizing
groundwater cells. Needless to say, there
was shock and disbelief when I presented
the metallurgically unassailable findings at an annual company-wide budget
meeting. Concomitantly, there were (fortunately) half-hearted calls for my head
on a platter.
The lesson I learned from this was
“What you don’t know can hurt you.” At
the risk of being trite, the mentor himself
learned – or relearned – “Don’t count
your chickens before they hatch.

Summary: My View
The point of these anecdotal but
true stories is to emphasize my view

that the only way a “newbie” is going
to profit from a mentoring relationship
in industry is if the Mentor has enough
confidence to set the performance bar
high enough to instill in the Mentee a
total commitment to success, and the
Mentee is allowed to make both critical and non-critical mistakes without
retribution.
I myself follow these precepts with
my own “newbies,” and I never ask
them to do something that I haven’t
done myself.
Editor’s Note: I worked with a geologist who in 15 years never located a
profitable play. However, one never had
to follow behind him, because both his
judgment and science were sound.
Vic Ridgley began his career in uranium exploration in the 1970s, working
for the two employers alluded to in the
article. He began consulting in the 1980s,
predominantly in gold, and has extensive
experience in core logging the Paleozoic
section in northern Nevada.

Second Employer:
I was unexpectedly put in charge of an
ongoing multimillion dollar deep (in-situ
leach, or ISL) uranium drilling program,
and instructed to ‘straighten it out.” The
straightening process included firing the
project geologist, interfacing with State
regulators in an incredibly bureaucratic
hole-permitting situation, arranging for
supplies to be delivered in bulk in the
middle of nowhere, correctly mapping
out a continuing exploration strategy,
and tending to the mechanics of ongoing
lithologic and electric logging.
The program “succeeded,” as we say,
on a technical level. That is, a uranium
roll-front deposit, bearing a characteristic radiometric signature, was located
and traced in the deep subsurface, but
www.aipg.org

www.geodm.com or
www.aipg.org
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Commentary for Students on
Scientific Skepticism versus
Political Advocacy
Edward Nuhfer, CPG-02308

Comparing “The Causes of Global
Warming: Are We Certain?” by Bob
Corbett and Gary Dannemiller (TPG
Nov/Dec 2007) with the “Commentary: A
Healthy Skepticism of Global Warming
Skepticism” by Charles Tiller (TPG Jan/
Feb 2008), offers an excellent evaluative exercise for introductory geology
students. I offer this third commentary,
with an exercise that respects students’
autonomy to use direct evidence to make
up their own minds about global warming and climate change.
Part of Tiller’s commentary invokes
the logical fallacy of argumentum ad
hominem, which involves confronting an
unappreciated message by deprecating
its messengers. If you didn’t spot the
fallacy on your initial reading of Tiller’s
“Commentary...,” take the very first logic
course you can, and learn to recognize
fallacies. Tiller’s stated suspicion that
“...senior members of AIPG are actively
promoting an agenda..,” implies that
senior members are ignorant of climate
change and/or are biased through ties
to the extraction industry. This is stereotyping without merit. In science, we
get to argue the evidence and its interpretation. However, deprecating people,
labeling them with our analyses of their
motivations—and worst of all, stereotyping, has no place in thoughtful dialogue.
Refutation of this stereotype can begin
with the very author Tiller attacks. Bob
Corbett’s employers over the past four
decades have been universities, not
the extraction industry. His main work
has been in environmental geology and
geochemistry—about understanding
and cleaning up environmental damage. Moreover, Bob has mentored scores
of students into the very professional
specialty that Tiller suggests Corbett
and AIPG’s more experienced members
do not understand. Stereotyping only
leads to embarrassment for writers who
create them.
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The primary character of Earth’s climate during recorded human history has
been uncharacteristic stability. There is
nothing in the geologic record to support an expectation that Earth’s present
capacity to support humans will remain

or a destroyed ozone layer. Good stewardship of the planet is something all
AIPG members encourage. Love of this
planet is the quality that led all here to
become geologists. However, reducing
anthropogenic hydrocarbon emissions,

Figure 1. (From Bradbury and Dean, 1993) Data from a 20-meter core of varved sediments from Elk
Lake, Minnesota. Photos show representative varve types from each part of the varve sequence.

constant. Instead, the record confirms
that major natural climate changes are
rapid, after which changes persist for
several thousand years before shifting
again. No one wants dirty air, increasing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

even to Stone Age levels, cannot prevent
climate changes.
Allowing politicians to frame the challenge of climate change as a warming
trend that is either irrelevant, on one

www.aipg.org

COMMENTARY FOR STUDENTS ON SCIENTIFIC SKEPTICISM VERSUS POLITICAL ADVOCACY
hand, or that government can control, on the other, is dangerous. This
tactic has political appeal to constituents because, like ignoring growing the
national debt, it permits advocating for
continued growth without mentioning
possible consequences. Confronting the
greater prospect of modern expanding
societies living on a changing planet
has much less appeal. After our human
population expands to the capacity of
our planet to support it, which it seems
destined to do within a few decades, a
natural reduction in Earth’s support
capacity will be devastating. How likely
is such a shift?
To answer this, I invite you as students of geology, to compare your own
concepts about climate change to a climate record recorded in the sediments
of Elk Lake, Minnesota (Figure 1). This
high-resolution record of about 10,000
years in Figure 1 is possible because Elk
Lake is a rare type of lake that precipitates distinct couplets of thin sediment
each year called varves. Each couplet
contains a white calcite-rich layer deposited in summer and a dark organic-rich
layer in winter. They are certain of this
because the lake is extant, and they can
see the annual sequence still occurring.
Although radiometric data confirms the
ages, there is no real need for it in this
high-resolution record; one only need
count the couplets downward to determine the ages labeled as Ka (thousands
of years) on Figure 1.
The climate interpretations shown
in Figure 1 are straightforward. Wind
blows pollen into the lake, so they know
the vegetation in the area that reveals
varied climate at different times. Varves
consist mostly of endogenic materials
produced from within the water column,
but arid conditions allow more clastic
wind-blown dust to enter the lake, which
thickens the varves. Rain falling on
ground with sparse vegetation allows
runoff to carry still more clastic sediment
to the lake, so changes in varve thickness (Figure 1) are indicative of climate
changes. In addition, isotope data from
the core serve as an additional basis to
know the air temperatures that existed
at any time.
Understanding change through time
involves knowing age, order of events,
and also rates, frequencies, magnitudes,
durations and patterns. For learning
more about patterns, see Nuhfer and
Mossbrucker, (2007). Spend some time
and study the figure closely for learn-

www.aipg.org

ing the other qualities of change, as you
engage the questions below.
1.

Locate approximate positions of the
following events in the column: (a)
start of the industrial revolution,
(b) Columbus landing on the “New
World,” (c) birth of Christ, (d) beginning of Iron Age, (e) transition of
Neolithic Stone Age to Bronze Age,
(f) receding of last continental glacier from the site.

2.

What is the average rate of fill of the
lake with sediment?

3.

When did the fastest rate of sedimentation occur? What conditions
explain that event?

4.

When did the slowest rate of sedimentation occur? What conditions
explain that event?

5.

How many major climate changes
have occurred in the Midwest since
the last ice age?

6.

About how long did climates remain
stable after a change?

7.

How long has the climate corresponding to human recorded history
existed? We cannot predict when the
next change will occur, but based on
the patterns revealed here, about
when would you anticipate the next
major climate shift might begin to
occur?

8.

Since the last ice age, about how frequently have major climate changes
occurred?

9.

When a major change occurred, how
long did the transition take?

10. Which of these major changes is
attributable to anthropogenic
causes?
After this exercise, you should be
aware that direct evidence is a better
basis for learning about climate change
and the place of humans within it than is
being told what to think. As a geoscience
student, you have the privilege of being
able to access the primary information.
Use more to understand the issues.
Share what you have learned with others, rather than what you have merely
read or heard.
References
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evidence for rapid climate change
in the north-central United States:
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Special Paper 276.
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AIPG Section
Websites
AIPG Section Website links
are on the AIPG National
Website at www.aipg.org.
Click on the top right drop
down menu and click on
Section Websites.
If your section does not
have a website contact AIPG
Headquarters to get one
setup (wjd@aipg.org). AIPG
Headquarters will maintain
a website for your section.
Several sections (AZ, CA,
CO, FL, GA, HI, IL Chapter,
MI, MO, NM, OK, PA, and TN)
are examples of websites
hosted by AIPG National.
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Students: Gazing Darkly
Into the Future —
Career, Life, and Everything
David M. Abbott, Jr., CPG-04570
Douglas Adams, in The Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy, asserts that the
answer to the ultimate question about
life, the universe, and everything is 42.
He also notes that if you do not understand the question, you will not understand the answer. This article reverses
that Geology 101 maxim, “the present
is the key to the past,” by believing that
the past—the experiences of those who
have been out of school for a couple of
decades or more—has some thing to tell
you about your futures.
You have begun your geoscience
career by majoring in the subject. Perhaps
you have already acquired experience in
the field through summer and/or parttime jobs. Regardless of the specialty you
are pursuing, you can expect that the
cyclic nature of the business will result
in your having several employers. If the
experiences of those who went before
you provide any guidance, it indicates
that in order to stay employed, you must
be flexible enough to switch specialties,
perhaps more than once. For example,
moving from the petroleum business
to hydrology or environmental geology
can build on the realization that fluids
moving through rocks behave in similar
ways. The analysis of fractured crystalline rock aquifers has similarities to
the movement of mineralizing solutions
through similar rocks. Coal is not only a
fuel itself; it contains another fuel, methane. The point being that basic geologic
skills are needed regardless of your current or future specialty. Some of you may
even have done some specialty switching
in school because of job opportunities or
research support.
Reflections on a Geologic Career,
which is available for free at the AIPG
web site, www.aipg.org under “AIPG
Publications,” contains a variety of
papers addressing the issue of finding
and retaining professional positions.
Download a copy and read it for a wealth
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of practical advice. The authors provide
answers to questions they wished they
had known when they were your age.
Key points are expecting that change
will occur, being flexible, and networking
through active participation in professional societies. An advantage AIPG
offers as a professional society is that
its members are from all specialties
and employers, so you become part of a
broader network when it comes time to
switch specialty.
But your professional career is only
a part of your life—at least I hope so.
Joining with a spouse is a common big
step in life. Some of you have already
taken this step or have specific plans for
doing so. For others of you, this is still
something in your future, but probably
enough of your friends have coupled up
so that marriage is less of a theoretical
concept than it was in high school.
Being part of a couple has a distinct
impact on your career. You no longer
have the flexibility you had when you
were single. Do you want to travel as
much? Where can your partner find
work in his or her chosen field? Teachers,
family practice MDs, and nurses are
examples of professions with greater job
mobility than many others. Investment
bankers generally do not. If your job
moves you to a different town, can your
partner find suitable satisfying work
as well?
Whose career opportunities will be
pursued when? Some couples have had
successful marriages despite the frequent or prolonged absence from home
by one or both partners, but this seems
to be the exception rather than the rule.
Does one of you work for a firm providing family health coverage? One of the
problems of hooking up with another
geoscientist is that you both will be in
similar job cycles. But marrying someone
in another profession does not guarantee
against both of you being simultaneously

caught in downturns. I know this from
personal experience.
Being part of a couple usually leads
to two other life characteristics (features
or bugs, depending on how you look at
them), a house and children. The mortgage must be paid every month.Children
have lots of ever changing needs and
wants, most of which cost money. Your
job provides the income but its location
affects your style of life. Relocations
are disruptive to a greater or lesser
degree. Some locales have greater job
opportunities than others. The same is
true of educational, cultural, and other
characteristics. Some people pick a place
to live and do whatever is required to
live in that place. Others follow their
career, relocating whenever relocation
is required.
While only you can provide answers to
the issues discussed above, they are very
real issues that you should carefully consider in planning your career. A planned
career is far more likely to be successful
and rewarding than an unplanned one.
While no one can see into the future,
you can learn to spot trends and make
necessary adjustments in what you are
doing. You should have goals in mind.
Although being open to serendipity is
worthwhile as well. All your opinions and
choices have consequences. Think about
the consequences of your choices as you
move through life.
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Geologist, Et cetera, Et cetera,
Et cetera
Donny Prater, CPG-10750

It’s at this time every year that I feel
as if I’m committing a crime by falsifying
information on my income tax return.
It’s not that I’m trying to bilk the United
States Treasury out of money, but rather, I’ve included a somewhat-gray area
statement about my occupation, when
I proudly penned the word “Geologist”
after signing and dating my tax form.
But, I am a Geologist! I’m a CPG in the
AIPG and my work involves the study
of Geology with an emphasis on the
environmental side of the house, among
other things that are not even remotely
related to geoscience.
In the Jan/Feb 2008 issue of The
Professional Geologist, Patrick Leahy
CPG-10507, threw out some staggering
numbers. He stated that of the 6,000 new
bachelor-level majors in the geosciences
each year, less than 13% (<780) will work
in the geosciences professionally. These
results are staggering to me, but also
very believable.
When I look back over my career
since graduating from the University of
Kentucky (BS) in 1993, I am not at all
surprised by these figures. In fact, the
career path of an aspiring student with
a newly minted geology degree is shaped
more like a spider web than a straight
and narrow pathway. As anyone that’s
ever taken worked in the environmental
field is well aware of, the geology path
has several disciplines that overlap with
other career fields, and can even lead to
more lucrative employment in totally
unrelated careers for those not afraid of
forsaking their love of earth science.

A good case study is a
look at my career
When I graduated from college, I
really expected to step into a job as a
hydrogeologist at some huge firm, and
start working my way up until I was
captain of the ship. I figured this would
probably take a few years (at lest 10), but
hey, I had a geology degree and new that
I was an oddity that would be quickly
recruited and brought into the fold of a
high paying firm. Then, reality set in.
I came to realize that the field of geology is pretty small and very connected.
www.aipg.org

I also learned that there were other
geologists with a whole lot more experience than I, seeking employment. Sadly,
I realized that my degree was simply a
piece of paper that said I can work for
someone, have the discipline to stick to it,
and have a strong background in science.
With that in mind, I started looking for
anything that would get my foot in the
door at a place where Geologists work.
After a couple of months of searching,
I was offered a job as an Air Monitoring
Technician with an environmental consulting firm. My first reaction to the
offer was to turn it down because at that
time, I could have cared less about air,
I wanted to work with water, soil, and
rock. But, hunger pains caused me to
jump at the chance to make $6.50 and
hour and be able to say that, “I am an
environmental consultant,” even if it was
only sampling for Asbestos and Lead in
the air.
I worked in Air for about a year,
learned a ton about how things work
in the real world, and then an opening
as an entry level geologist came open. I
took it, got a fifty-cent raise, and started
learning about logging drill cuttings and
doing pump tests. Finally, I was doing
what I wanted to do. Then, life happened,
and I needed more money just to make it.
So, I jumped ship, signed up with some
friends that started an air monitoring
company, and doubled my salary. I was
at a low point because I was afraid I had
taken a step backward in promoting my
geology career, but I was about to find
out that was far from the truth.
Throughout the next year, the air
monitoring opportunities became scarce
and our small company needed to diversify just to survive. It was in that
turmoil that I was asked to train as a
Construction Safety Representative. I
didn’t want to, partly because I knew
nothing about Safety, nor did I want to
travel. But it turned out that I really had
no choice in the matter if I wanted to be
able to eat and pay my rent. So, I spent
the next year learning everything I could
about Construction Safety. The problem
was, I missed all things geology. I even
missed monitoring the air for asbestos!
After all, asbestos is mineral.

Though I learned a great deal about
Safety, I missed the environmental work,
so I started searching. Eventually, the
connections I had with my first company
led me to a job as an Environmental
Geologist with a new firm in town. I
learned a wealth of information about
underground storage tanks, Phase I and
II’s, and even taught the 40 Hour OSHA
class on the side. By this time, I had a
pretty diverse background compared to
most geologists my age, but a new problem had arisen: I was homesick.
I had moved away from Eastern
Kentucky during college and missed it.
I put out some feelers in the local industries, but all to no avail. But then, I got
a call from my sister that worked with
a lady whose husband was a Geologist
with a coal company, with a need for
someone like me. I immediately took the
job, got a huge pay raise, and moved back
to my home town.
I spent the next 6 years chasing drill
rigs through the mountains, interacting
with the locals, walking ridgelines, and
logging core samples. As you can imagine, this was the job in which I utilized
my “Geology Degree” to its fullest (I actually got to use my rock hammer, bottle
of acid, and a compass!). But, this would
all come to a halt in the summer of 2003
when I was laid off due to downsizing. So
here I am, 32 years old, married with a
six month old baby, a mortgage, an SUV,
and no job. But that’s when the other
paths that my geology career have taken
me in the past, came in handy.
I landed a job as a construction safety
representative and started making more
money than I had ever made in my life.
And, it was fun to get back into a field
that I had been away from for several
years. The only problem is, construction
is seasonal and I new it would come to an
end, and it did in May of 2004.
But, that same month, I was made
aware of an opening in the steel industry
that the company was having a tough
time filling. The company was in dire
need of someone that could step in and
manage their Environmental and Safety
Departments. All of the applicants they
had interviewed had experience in either
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GEOLOGIST ETC, ETC, ETC
environmental or safety, but none had
experience in both. That’s where I had a
chance to step into my current job where I
look after the Safety and Environmental
Departments of a Steel Mill.
Obviously, my current position could
never have been obtained had I not been
willing to learn other jobs and diversify
my resume. And, I’m still doing this
today as well. In the past four years, I
have also taken on the responsibilities of
Security, Loss Control, Insurance, and
even Workers Compensation Benefits.
It’s more duties, but I know through past
experience that it’s worth it to whatever
future career path I may find myself
peering down.
So, if there is one thing you can take
with you from my story, it’s that you need
to always be willing to learn other tasks
because you never know when they may
come in handy. This is especially true
for anyone finishing up their degree and
hoping for that first job in the field they
devoted the last few years studying. Or,
for the segment of the Geologist population that are out of the field and trying
to break in, take my advice and look for
any job that is even remotely related
to Geology. And when you land one, be
a sponge and absorb all the information you can and don’t limit your self
to strictly geoscience disciplines. Mark
my word, one day the opportunity will
arise and you’ll be able to wring out your
sponge full of knowledge and gain a big
leg up over your competition.
So here I sit at my desk, mulling
over what my occupation really is as
it relates to my tax form. Ever since I
graduated from college, I have always
written “GEOLOGIST” on this line. But
should I try to write small enough to
put “Manager of Safety, Security, Loss
Control, Workers Compensation, and
Environmental”? Nah, I think this year
I’ll enter “Geologist etc., etc., etc.”.
Donny Prater is a 1993 graduate of
the University of Kentucky with a BS in
Environmental Geology. He is currently
the Manager of Environmental, Safety,
and Security for Kentucky Electric Steel
in Ashland, Kentucky. He is a published
Christian Author, avid reader, and frustrated golfer. He and his wife Marci make
there home in Ashland, Kentucky with
their sons Will and Rylan, and their
Golden Retriever Napoleon.
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Introduction to Well Logs and Log Analysis for New Hires
• A review of well logs in petroleum exploration and development.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-Prerequisites for finding commercial reserves.
-Exploration techniques.
-Integration of geophysical exploration records with log data.
-Calculating reserves and field size.
New On-line Course
-Importance of economics and risk analysis.
Now Available
-Drilling and logging.
Lithologic and mud logs.
Electric logs.
Basic and specialized porosity logs.
Other logs and log curves used in exploration and
production work.
Selecting log suite.
Basic log analysis (recognizing pay zones).
Identification and classification of logs and well
log data management.
A product of Geoscience Data Management, Inc.
Author: Robert Font, PhD, CPG, PG
Power Point slides with review and self assessment questions.
AIPG accredited 1 CEU (with exam) or 0.5 CEU (without exam).
Reference CD available
To order the course or for more information go to www.aipg.org.

New Publications from the USGS...
2008SIR2007-5269. ALASKA 2005 Volcanic Activity in Alaska, Kamchatka,
and the Kurile Islands: Summary of Events and Response of the Alaska
Volcano Observatory By McGimsey, R. G.; Neal, C. A.; Dixon, J. P.; Ushakov,
Sergey, 94 pages
2008OFR2007-1402. COLORADO. Abundance Trends and Status of the
Little Colorado River Population of Humpback Chub: An Update Considering
1989-2006 Data. By Coggins, Lewis G., Jr. 5. 53 pages. ON-LINE ONLY
2007OFR2007-1105. BAT3 Analyzer: Real-Time Data Display and Interpretation Software for the Multifunction Bedrock-Aquifer Transportable Testing
Tool (BAT3). By Winston, Richard B.; Shapiro, Allen M. 65 pages. ON-LINE
ONLY
2007OFR2007-1134. Characterizing Hydraulic Properties and Ground-Water
Chemistry in Fractured-Rock Aquifers: A User’s Manual for the Multifunction
Bedrock-Aquifer Transportable Testing Tool (BAT3). Shapiro, Allen M. 127
pages. ON-LINE ONLY
2008DS324. Database of the Geology and Thermal Activity of Norris Geyser
Basin, Yellowstone National Park. By Flynn, Kathryn; Graham Wall, Brita;
White, Donald. ON-LINE ONLY
2007OFR2007-1364.OREGON. Development of an Interactive Shoreline
Management Tool for the Lower Wood River Valley, Oregon - Phase I: StageVolume and Stage-Area Relations. By Haluska, Tana L.; Snyder, Daniel T. 8
pages.
2007OFR2007-1377. MISSISSIPPI. EAARL Topography-Gulf Islands National Seashore-Mississippi. By Brock, John C.; Wright, C. Wayne; Nayegandhi, Amar; Patterson, Matt; Wilson, Iris; Travers, Laurinda J. ON-LINEONLY
2008PP1752.ARIZONA. Geology of the Northern Part of the Harcuvar Complex, West-Central Arizona. By Bryant, Bruce; Wooden, J. L. 52 pages
USGS Toll-Free Information
1-888-ASK-USGS (1-888-275-8747)
or http://www.usgs.gov
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Critical Thinking Skills and
Information Literacy:
Tools Future Geoscientists
Must Possess

Rich Schultz, CPG-10188

As an educator in the geosciences,
it has been increasingly evident that
students need to possess certain skills
in order to be successful future geoscientists. Among many of these skills is
the ability to think critically and be
well-informed as to which sources of
information are credible and reasonable
during the process of research.
Critical thinking consists of cognitive
processes of discernment, analysis and
evaluation. It includes, among other
processes, reflecting upon a tangible
(or intangible) item in order to form a
solid judgment that reconciles scientific
evidence. A certain amount of “common
sense” is necessary in order for this to
work effectively. However, “common”
sense is no longer as “common” as it
used to be. In fact, one might even
regard “common” sense as relatively
“uncommon”.
Within the framework of a “healthy”
scientific skepticism, the process of critical thinking involves acquiring information and evaluating it to reach a
well-justified conclusion. The vast majority of critical thinking skills includes
such things as; assessment of beliefs and
identification of preconceived notions,
prejudice, misconceptions, artificial bias,
media propaganda, distortion or exaggeration of the truth, or misinformation,
etc. Recent advancements in cognitive
research indicate many educators are
tending towards an emphasis on teaching their students critical thinking skills,
intellectual standards, and cultivating
intellectual traits (such as intellectual
humility, intellectual empathy, intellectual integrity, and fair-mindedness)
rather than on rote memorization of scientific facts. Hamby (2007) regards critical thinking as involving two aspects:
1.

a set of cognitive skills, intellectual
standards, and traits of mind; and

2.

the disposition or intellectual com-

www.aipg.org

mitment to use those structures to
improve thinking and guide behavior.
Critical thinking does not include
simply the acquisition and retention of
information or the possession of a skillset, which one does not use regularly;
nor does critical thinking merely exercise
skills without acceptance of the results
(Facione, 2007). Gabennesch (2007)
warns of the danger, however, of overuse
of the term such that it may eventually
become meaningless. Gabennesch (2007)
suggests:
One of our major responsibilities as
skeptics is to maintain a continuous
exploration of fundamental questions
involving critical thinking, including:
1.
2.

3.

What are the essential components
of critical thinking?
Are those who claim to be promoting
critical thinking doing justice to the
concept or corrupting it?

What is the value of critical thinking, and how do the benefits justify
the undeniable costs of studying,
teaching, and practicing it?
Thomas Gilovich (1991) has argued
that scientists, by virtue of their “way of
looking at the world, the habits of mind
that they promote,” are in the best position to educate others about the importance of “question[ing] our assumptions
and challeng[ing] what we think we
know.” Perhaps our future geoscientists
will follow in this pathway.
Several conceptions and interpretations of information literacy have become
prevalent over the past decade. For
example, one interpretation defines
information literacy in terms of a set of
learned competencies that an informed
citizen of an information society ought
to possess to participate intelligently,
critically, and actively in that society (from Shapiro and Hughes, 1996).
The American Library Association’s

(ALA) Presidential Committee on
Information Literacy, Final Report
states that, “To be information literate,
a person must be able to recognize when
information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively
the needed information” (ALA, 1989).
Jeremy Shapiro & Shelley Hughes
(1996) define information literacy as “A
new liberal art that extends from knowing how to use computers and access
information to critical reflection on the
nature of information itself its technical
infrastructure and its social, cultural,
and philosophical context and impact.”
Strong words to live by in this technologically advanced age where geoscientists
must not only be technically capable, but
information savvy as well.
Some key processes and terms associated with informational literacy skills
include: selection, analysis, synthesis,
evaluation, and critical review. Indeed,
critical thinking and a healthy skepticism are necessary components of information literacy and a progressive and
functional critical thinking skillset.
As the world becomes both larger and
smaller at the same time, in a time where
“globalization” makes the headlines on a
daily basis, and in an era when spatial
problems are visualized in new ways, our
future geoscientists need to understand
how to ask the important questions
and how to think in a critical manner,
as they never have before. They can’t
simply take one’s word for viewpoints
on issues anymore by depending on
the once-reputable news sources. No,
students of today, as our future geoscientists and problem-solvers of tomorrow,
must entertain the notion of new ways
of thinking and researching and seeing
issues from completely new perspectives.
The world will demand more from our
future geoscientists than ever before and
they must be up to the challenge.
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CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
As I write this opinion piece, I am
astounded that words such as “critical thinking” and “information literacy”
have developed so rapidly into our lexicon of educational terminology. While
Gabennesch (2007) cautions the overuse
of such terms, I suggest that we have
only seen the dawn of these essential
tools for learning, and problem solving.
Some final words of advise to the future
geoscientist: learn to think critically,
be skeptical in a healthy sense, and
become familiar with reputable sources
of information. There is no substitute
for experience in this arena, but hard
work and perseverance go a long way in
reaching your goal.
Dr. Rich Schultz holds a Ph.D. in geology/geochemistry from the University
of Cincinnati (1991), a M.S. in geology
from the Wichita State University (1988)
and a B.S. in geology from Illinois State
University (1985). He is in his fourth
year as a full-time faculty member at
Elmhurst College and serves as the
Coordinator of the Elmhurst College
GIS Certificate Program. Dr. Schultz is
the sole or senior author of more than
forty publications, book chapters, and
abstracts. His major areas of research
are: geoscience education, online learning, web 2.0 applications, the scholarship of teaching and learning, and the
use of technology in teaching geography
literacy.

INSURANCE PROGRAMS
Available to
AIPG MEMBERS
GeoCare Benefits Program
For information:
Life and Health Insurance
GeoCare Benefits Insurance Plan
http://www.geocarebenefits.com/
Phone: 800-337-3140 or 805-566-9191
Auto and Home Insurance
Liberty Mutual Insurance
http://www.libertymutual.com/lm/aipg
Phone: 1-800-524-9400
Please mention client #111397 when you contact Liberty Mutual.
AFLAC
http://www.aflac.com
Phone: 303-674-1808
Please identify yourself as an AIPG Member to receive the AIPG
Association discounted prices. Representative: Carol Streicher

HAVE YOU SIGNED UP A
MEMBER LATELY?
REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERAL MEMBERSHIP

EDUCATION: 30 semester or 45 quarter hours in geological sciences*
with a baccalaureate or higher degree
SPONSORS: 1 required from a CPG or Member
SIGN-UP FEE (prorated): Dec-Mar = $90; Apr-Jun = $67.50;
Jul-Sep = $45; Oct-Nov = $22.50
ANNUAL DUES: $90 plus Section dues
APPLICATION: Available on website www.aipg.org
*As defined by the American Geological Institute, a geological science is any of the subdisciplinary specialties that are part of the science of geology, e.g., geophysics, geochemistry, paleontology, petrology, etc.
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The Science We Practice,
And The Safety We Must
Be Aware Of
Timothy B. Woodburne, CPG-10532
This is a true experience that happened in my first few years working professionally as a geologist. I am happy to
be here today to relate the experience.
I was working in Battle Creek,
Michigan in the summer of 1996. My
firm had just conducted a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment that
identified hydraulic hoists and an
undocumented underground storage
tank (UST) closure as recognized environmental conditions associated with
the property. The property was an
abandoned auto repair shop that the
new owner planned to redevelop. The
Phase II investigation included collecting soil and groundwater samples near
the hydraulic hoists and the former UST
using Geoprobe® direct push drilling
equipment to evaluate the recognized
environmental conditions. An excavator
confirmed that the UST was removed
by digging a trench in the former UST
area.
We started on a soil boring inside
the building to sample soil near the
hydraulic hoists. The building was abandoned and had two overhead garage
doors. Broken glass from the overhead
door windows was observed on the concrete floor. Gravel parking and drive
areas extended to the edge of the building. Gravel, pebbles, and cobbles were
observed inside the building on the concrete floor where we were working.
My 1991 Subaru Legacy station wagon
was backed up near the building. The
back hatch was open and I was writing
the sample ID on a sampling jar. I was
standing next to the car under the hatch
near the passenger side of the car, when
the back glass of the hatch exploded
next to me. A large hole, approximately
10 to 12 inches in diameter, was left
nearly dead center of the back glass. The
glass was pushed upward and outward
indicating that something just passed
from behind the car toward the front
of the car.
What was that!? Whatever it was it
just missed my head by one to two feet. I
www.aipg.org

had felt the air and heard a ‘whoop’ sound
next to my head as whatever it was went
by. Had I been standing about one foot
to the left, I could have been seriously
injured or killed!! After realizing this I
said a prayer to God thanking Him for
sparing my life. I said it out loud a second
time and again a third time.
My heart was racing! What had just
happened? Was someone shooting at me?
Quick take cover next to the building!
This is crazy. Why would somebody want
to shoot me? Did the Geoprobe® operator see anything? No, but he heard the
sound, too. Looking around cautiously,
I did not see anyone or anything that
would lead me to believe that I was being
shot at. There was not a gun shot sound
when it happened, just the sound of the
back glass exploding. The Geoprobe®
operator said he was turning the truck
at the time to set up on the next boring
location inside the building.
After my heart settled down, I looked
around. The surrounding parking area
had been graded and compacted resulting in a smooth, hard surface. Directly
on the other side of my car about 60 feet
away was a fist-sized rock sitting alone
on the recently compacted area. Did this
rock just go through the back glass of my
Subaru nearly killing me? I picked it up
and examined it. It had new scratches
on it. I kept it.
I called the office to inform my supervisor. As I explained that a rock resting
on top of pieces of broken glass, on the
concrete floor of the building, had been
projected from the truck tires of the
Geoprobe® through the back glass of my
car, I thought no one is going to believe
this story. Predictably, my supervisor
indicated that it just did not sound possible. Then I had the feeling that he did
not think I was telling the truth. Did
the Geoprobe® operator spin his tires
suddenly? No, nothing like that. He was
just turning the truck to locate it over
the next boring location. The rock must
have been pinched by the tire to shoot it
toward my car.

The next day a principal in the company stopped by and said my story sounded
quite unbelievable. I had that sinking
feeling again that people did not believe
the story I was telling. I agreed – it was
unbelievable. ‘Here is the rock. Can you
believe it?’ ‘No, this happens from rocks
from trucks on the highway, but this just
does not seem possible.’
I still have that rock on my shelf in my
office to remind me of unexpected events
that can happen during field work. I
think this story reminds me that we
cannot be prepared for everything that
can happen, although we should always
try. I had no idea that this might occur.
Once something like this does happen,
you remember it for the next time.
Because of this, I tend to park far away
from heavy equipment.
Part of being a good geologist is having
the ability to observe, gather information, work out relationships, and explain
our findings… and to learn from what
we do. What did I learn? I learned that
attention to some of the not so obvious
safety precautions during field work is
important. I was very lucky this one
time, so I hope this experience will help
you stay safe on your projects.
Tim Woodburne is a geologist at
Prein&Newhof, a civil and environmental engineering firm in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, where he specializes in
environmental consulting for projects
including property transactions, leaking underground storage tank sites,
and sites of environmental contamination. He is currently president of
AIPG’s Michigan Section and was most
recently Short Course Chairman of the
44th Annual Meeting of AIPG held in
Traverse City, Michigan. Tim received
his bachelor’s degree in geology from
Albion College and his Master of Science
degree in geology from Michigan State
University. Tim is married and has three
children.
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If I Could Do It Over Again, Would I
Follow The Same Path……...?
Michael C Mound, CPG-031495
Hopefully, this somewhat anecdotal
piece will be read by students in various stages of preparation in becoming
Professional Geologists. I also hope that
my contemporaries will forgive me for
some backward glances that they may
have heard about (or experienced), during more than one quaffing occasion.
Some wise philosopher once noted
that when you are at a watershed point
in your career, you realize that though
many of the personal shifts and not a
few job decisions you have made (or
have been made for you) over the years,
although seemingly random, have the
peculiar quality of appearing to have
been woven together in an alarmingly
predictable and logical pattern designed
exclusively for you…like some novel. If
this is not a common experience, it is at
least not that unusual.
The initial introduction to après-academia can be equally exhilarating and
rough. I chose industry after healthy postgraduate regimens at the Universities
of Bonn and Lund (Germany and
Sweden), some time at the Geologische
Landesamt für Bodenforschung (Krefeld,
Germany), and some additional studies
at the Wharton School of International
Business. I managed to accumulate
Bachelor’s, Master’s and PhD degrees
in geology as well as an MBA and some
assorted stuff from other institutions.
The point is that what I discovered was
that I simply needed and wanted more
and more exposure to new thoughts
and ideas. The more time I spent in
research, the more I realized I needed
to have a broader understanding of
commercial and socioeconomic applications. I lived and worked in Germany,
France, Sweden, Denmark, Argentina,
and Switzerland (where I currently
live and work), soaking up culture and
knowledge, as well as learning and using
seven foreign languages. I spent the
usual time in the USA in California,
New York, Texas, Oklahoma, Illinois,
Wisconsin, and Maryland, as we all do
who shove rocks around.
Preparing for a life in the Geological
Sciences in the way that I have found to
be most rewarding has been to embrace
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opportunities for a glorious stew of
serious research; gritty exploration; fingernail-breaking and dirtying in mines,
quarries, jungles; a coup or two; in freezing, sultry, humid, arid, inhospitable and
hospitable earthscapes. I profited from
the uneducated as well as the schoolsaturated people with whom I had and
still have the pleasure of mixing. I have
hustled jugs, sat on wells, did my part
at core parties, been yelled at by toolpushers, had the laugh on me when I fell
off a float plane, enjoyed great food on
offshore rigs, eaten well and also some
really awful things in China, Malaysia,
The Philippines, Russia, Kenya, Nigeria,
Morocco, Algeria, Yemen, South Africa,
Senegal, Chad, Ethiopia, and many
other memorable places. I have built
fires from brush to keep from freezing,
jumped from one broken-down train in
Indonesia to another that seemed to
have stopped for breath, been stranded
by helicopter in northern Canada, and
Ecuador, been chased off a ranch by a
ranch foreman with only two teeth but
a massive shotgun in Oklahoma, been
lost in Zimbabwe, treed by an uncertain
bull in Montana, abandoned in Lake
Maracaibo with only some warm Polar
beer, escorted to ancient Persepolis in
Iran, accosted in Basra, Iraq, threatened in then East Berlin and pre-free
Rumania, found myself in a car-truck
wreck in Saudi Arabia, where I was
escorted to prison since I had hired the
taxi that had been involved in the accident, stuck in Sydvaranger, Norway,
propositioned in Aberdeen, had four
flat tires fixed by candlelight in Sonora,
Mexico by an ingenious Mexican handyman, feted at a Quinta in Rio de la Plata,
been thrown out of a hotel in mid-stay in
Valencia, Venezuela, taught how to survey with string and the sun in Madras,
India, kissed by a mad mustached and
unshaven Hungarian on a party boat in
Lake Balaton, etc, etc. All were learning
experiences of a sort.
I am deep into Hyperspectral Imaging
technologies these days, where my skills
at chemistry, quantum mechanics, engineering, physics, mathematics and planetology have had to compete in my

overloaded mind with my geological
background.
It is a grand ride! Grab on to some
handle or an extended hand. Keep your
mind open, your hand on your passport,
and enjoy the bumps and crests of this
most wonderful profession. And to
answer the question at the top…..You
bet I would do it again!!!!!
Currently Michael Mound is Business
Development Manager (freelance) for
ABB SpectraFlow, ABB Switzerland,
Ltd, Baden-Dättwil, Switzerland
Education: B.S., A.M. Ph.D. MBA
(CCNY, Indiana University, Oklahoma
University, Post-Graduate Studies
at Wharton School of Business, Penn
State, University of Bonn, DE, Lund
University, Sweden)
Previous Career positions: Product
Manager, Quality Systems, ABB, VicePresident, Spectro Analytica., A/G,
Kleve, DE, Vice-President, ASOMA
Instruments, QCX Product Manager,
Automated laboratories, FLSmidth
Automation, AB, Copenhagen, DK,
Vice President, Marketing, Automated
laboratories, FLSmidth Automation,
Baltimore, MD, Director of Sales,
Thermo Gamma-Metrics, Analytical
Instrumentation, San Diego, VicePresident, Marketing, Associated
Metals and Minerals Corp, NY, NY,
Vice-President of Sales, Geosource,
Inc, Houston, TX, and Buenos Aires,
Argentina, Director of Marketing, Smith
Tool/Smith International Inc, Irvine,
CA, and Houston, TX, Vice-President
of Sales, Southern California Chemical
Corp, Santa Fe Springs, CA, Research
Scientist, Standard Oil Company of
Texas, Research Scientist, Chevron
Research Laboratories, La Habra,
CA, Research at Geological Survey of
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Krefeld, DE,
Swedish Geological Company, Stockholm
and Lulea, SE.
Assistant Professor, California State
University, Fullerton, CA, California
State University, Long Beach, CA,
Orange Coast College, Costa Mesa, CA.
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“It’s hard for me to stop,” says
Edie Starbuck, Geologist with the
Missouri Department of Natural
Resources’ Geology and Land
Survey
Edie Starbuck, MEM-1313
With a well-worn backpack slung
over her shoulder, Edie Starbuck moves
through the dense vegetation covering
the bank of a creek bed. Twenty-one
years of experience (she began in this
field when still a student working part
time) shows as she carefully precedes
each step with a wave of a stick intended
to clear unseen spider webs from her
path. Hiking boots and jeans protect
her legs from the thorny underbrush.
A warning from the landowner that
granted Starbuck permission to explore
the creek still rings in her ears - “Watch
out for snakes,” he cheerily offered as she
set off. When the vegetation makes the
edges of the creek bed impassible, she
looks up the bank, resigned to the fact
that it’s time to backtrack a bit and find
an alternate route around the blockade
of trees and shrubs. “I guess the deer,
or whatever makes these tracks, know
what they’re doing. When I see one going
up the bank, I probably should go up,”
she muses. Late in a muggy August
morning the hike quickly becomes a hot,
sweaty trek; however, Starbuck pushes
on. “It’s hard for me to stop,” she offers
apologetically. One might think she has
rocks in her head, but it would be more
accurate to call them bedrock outcrops.
Starbuck is a registered geologist with
the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources’ Division of Geology and Land
Survey in Rolla. In addition to being a
member of the American Institute of
Professional Geologists, she is a member
of the Geological Society of America, the
Association of Missouri Geologists, and
Sigma Xi. On this day, Starbuck is in
the Missouri River community of New
Haven to determine which minerals
and rocks comprise the bedrock in an
area of approximately nine square miles.
www.aipg.org

She later used the data she collected,
along with well log information on file
with the agency, to create a map of the
subsurface structure as well as a bedrock
geologic map.
“Oh good, rocks,” she remarks, in
relief, as she discovers a flat stone ledge
along the shallow stream that is otherwise lacking in outcrops. Taking a hammer from her backpack, she whacks a
piece of the stone and examines it under
a magnifying glass. From the texture
and crystallinity, she determines that
it is a fine-grained dolostone, typical of
the Cotter Dolomite. She notes the location on a topographic map and records
the information in a notebook. Once she
returns to her office, this and other field
data will be plotted to create an outcrop map using sophisticated geographic
information system (GIS) software. The
data is interpreted and the bedrock
geologic map is created as GIS layers.
Cross sections and text describing the
bedrock units and geologic structures
are prepared. The final product is a map
layout including all these elements that
can be sold to the public as a paper plot
or printable file. The GIS data is incorporated into statewide coverages. Data
collection, database entry, interpretation, map layout and editing are the
responsibility of the geologist.
The discovery in 1986 of tetrachloroethylene (TCE) in New Haven’s two public drinking water wells prompted the
mapping work. TCE is a solvent, used
by dry cleaners and some factories, that
has been linked to liver ailments and
cancer. As part of its investigation of the
contamination, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) determined
that no detailed bedrock mapping had

previously been conducted in the New
Haven area. Needing the information
to track the possible source of the TCE,
likely routes of migration and to determine cleanup options, EPA asked for the
Department’s assistance in surveying
the area.
Geologic maps, such as those Starbuck
has created, have applications beyond
guiding environmental clean-up projects, she notes. They are valuable tools
in determining earthquake risks and
land-use planning. Other scientists use
such maps to study how the composition
of bedrock affects the type of vegetation
in an area.
This year marks the fourteenth year
that Starbuck and her colleagues have
participated in the portion of the National
Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program
known as STATEMAP. The national
program is administered through the
U.S. Geological Survey whose headquarters are in Reston, Virginia.
Since STATEMAP’s inception in 1993,
Department geologists have been able
to further the primary objective of the
program by establishing the geologic
framework of areas that are vital to the
welfare of Missourians. Priority mapping areas are identified where geologic
data is required to solve critical societal
Earth science problems. The maps created at Division of Geology and Land
Survey identify, describe and classify the
character of surface units, fractures and
faults, landforms, surficial materials,
stratigraphy and paleontology.
As a result of Missouri’s participation in the STATEMAP program, nearly 200 bedrock and surficial material
maps have been completed at a scale of
1:24,000. Staff members with the diviMARCH/APRIL 2008 • TPG 47

“IT’S HARD FOR ME TO STOP,” SAYS EDIE STARBUCK
sion have been archiving geologic maps
of Missouri for more than 100 years.
To qualify as a geologist with the
Missouri Department of Natural
Resources’ Division of Geology and Land
Survey, candidates must possess a bachelor’s degree from an accredited fouryear college or university with major
course work in geology, engineering
geology or a closely related field.
Starbuck has been a geologist with
the department for 21 years. She has
spent the past eleven working in mapping. The geologic maps that she and
her colleagues publish are valuable tools
for land-use planners, environmental
consultants, emergency-management
officials, developers, state and federal
agencies and many other groups who
have need to understand the nature,
composition and distribution of earth
materials. The geologic maps also identify areas of high-quality groundwater
resources to guide the installation of
water wells and identify potential mineral and aggregate resources to support
economic development.
Earning both bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in geology from the University
of Missouri-Rolla,(now the Missouri
University of Science and Technology),
Starbuck’s early plans involved studying
engineering. “I always liked looking at
and collecting rocks and fossils, as all
kids do, but I didn’t look at it as a career
until I got to college,” she said.
While Starbuck and some of her
colleagues with the Geological Survey
Program are involved primarily in mapping, there are many other tasks carried
out by the department’s 23 geologists.
Some investigate liquid, solid and hazardous waste disposal sites, monitor
groundwater and contaminant migration and review cleanups. Geologists
advise cities, engineers and the general
public about proper well, lagoon, dam
and foundation construction, oil and gas
well excavations and how to safely plug
abandoned wells. They also carry out
field investigations to ensure that private
drinking water and monitoring wells are
drilled in accordance with regulations.
Other geologists determine where the
earth might yield limestone, oil, coal
or lead. In addition to the academic
requirements, geology demands certain
personality traits, Starbuck says. While
she enjoys the variability of her work,
which sometimes takes her out into the
field and at others has her behind the
computer back in her Rolla office, mapping requires self-motivation and the
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ability to stay focused during long-term out and lunges into the water below.
projects. Starbuck also enjoys going Unruffled, Starbuck glances after the
into classrooms to share the wonders skittish reptile, her own feet planted
of geology with school children (Figure firmly on bedrock.
1) and often volunteers to lead
tours back at the
office in the Ed
Clark Museum
of
Missouri
Geology.
After following
the creek bed for
approximately a
mile, Starbuck
breaks for lunch
and then resumes
her quest for signs
of New Haven’s
bedrock outcroppings, this time
following a railroad track that
runs between the Figure 1. Edie Starbuck sharing Missouri’s geologic treasures with Rolla,
river and its bluffs. Missouri Truman elementary students and their teacher Regina Hoss.
The Missouri River
bluffs provide a perStarbuck’s New Haven maps (Bedrock
spective on the geology that is not available throughout most of the project area. Geology and Surficial Material) may
Starbuck stops to measure and record be purchased online or by calling the
the apparent strike and dip on a fault Department’s maps and publications
desk at: 1-800-361-4827. Thumbnail
plane exposed in a bluff.
“You need to enjoy solitude to enjoy views are online at: www.dnr.
this kind of work,” she says, noting that mo.gov/geology/statemap/stlouis/
she is frequently on her own during newhaven.htm. Additionally, the
these explorations.
“Safety is something we’ve talked
about and decided
carrying a cell
phone is the best
solution.”
Geologists also
must be willing to
brave a number of
weather conditions.
Although the New
Haven
mapping
took place during
the summer heat,
the work usually
is conducted in
the fall and winter when foliage
won’t obscure geologic features. Nor
is weather the only
curve ball nature is
apt to throw. Returning from the trek Division’s Web address is: www.dnr.
down the railroad tracks, Starbuck steps mo.gov/geology/. For information
toward an overpass to peer at the creek about the department’s opportunities
below. Suddenly a snake, sensing it is in geology, call our Human Resources
in danger of being stepped on, darts Program at (573) 751-2518.
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The Future Is In The Hands Of
Future Geologists, Literally
John Berry, CPG-04032
I like to think that the upcoming
generation is an idealistic and patriotic
one: not in the shallow terms of flower
power and a narrow jingoism, but in a
determination to live your lives in a way
that will improve the over-all lot of the
human race and, in particular the wellbeing of your fellow citizens.
You are coming of age into a world
that is rapidly changing economically
and politically: the days during which
the United States will be the world’s only
superpower are obviously numbered
by the rise to industrial might of those
much more populous nations, India and
China, and our increasing dependence
on foreign natural resources. In addition, the whole world is faced with the
need to radically change its energy
sources, both because conventional oil
is in short supply and because the use
of carbon-based fuels may be causing
unwelcome long-term changes in the
earth’s climate. Less well-known but
equally serious long-term threats are the
loss of soil fertility through agricultural
practices that amount to “soil mining”
(see Montgomery, D.R., 2007: Is agriculture eroding civilization’s foundation?
GSA Today, v.17, no. 10, pp. 4-9. October
2007) and the shear volume of mineral
inputs (and hence surface disruption by
mining) required to sustain the world’s
economy if it continues on its present
course.
Since everything a human being eats,
drinks, wears, inhabits or uses eventually comes from the earth, being either
grown in or on the soil or extracted
from the rock, earth scientists have,
and will have to ever greater degree
of responsibility as resources become
strained, for managing the foundations
of civilized society. This responsibility
includes finding, mapping, quantifying
and guiding the extraction of water, metals, building materials and fuels. It also
includes identification of the micro- and
macro-consequences of the human use of
the earth and providing guidance in their
mitigation, as well as identification and
prediction of natural hazards, and guid-
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ance in planning for them and mitigating their effects. Not to mention all the
great problems in “pure”, as opposed to
“applied” geology, such as the question of
whether there really is a fixed “hot spot”
frame of geographic reference.
Many of the fields of study that will
be essential in the future, such as earthquake prediction, carbon sequestration
and the behavior of rocks during solution mining, are in their infancy, and
other new fields will be born as science
advances and needs change. One could
think of, perhaps, the systematic search
for new types of deposits of rare earth
minerals as one such awaiting gestation. Most or all of the new fields will
be multi-disciplinary, involving geologists, hydrogeologists, and geophysicists
as well as engineers, meteorologists,
and chemists. The resulting intellectual
cross-fertilization will be both stimulating and challenging. Geologists, with
their instinctive understanding of fourdimensional temporal-spatial reality (a
lovely mouthful, that) and their gut feeling for deep time, both past and future,
will be in a position to exercise intellectual as well as managerial leadership in
these fields.
Many of the changes that will occur
will require changes in society: we will
need to use less of everything – energy,
metals, land – per dollar of GNP while
still maintaining a rising standard of
living. A consequence will be a trend
toward using more kinds of everything:
more and different sources of energy (oil
shales, gas hydrates, geothermal, biofuels), and more and different elements of
the periodic table, each selected for some
special property. These will all have to be
explored for, measured and extracted.
Another trend, already underway
in the copper and uranium extraction
industries, will be towards developing
means of mineral and energy extraction
that do not disturb the surface or affect
groundwater quality. The use of solution
mining techniques will increase, and
with it the need to characterize masses
of fractured rock and to fracture volumes

of rock to create internal permeability
while sealing the volume off from its
un-mineralized surroundings. In situ
extraction of shale oil and tar in sand
will become essential, as well as in situ
gasification of coal. Each technique will
require a different mix of geological
expertise. An inverse problem for society, and opportunity for geologists, will
be the need to find safe long-term repositories for waste: nuclear waste, carbon
dioxide recovered from point source combustion (a fancy term for a power plant),
and perhaps even long-lived chemicals
extracted from waste-water (hormones,
medicines, poisons such as mercury,
cadmium and arsenic).
Not only can you expect to enjoy all
these technical challenges, but if you
play your cards right you can do so in
Timbuktu, Toowoomba, or Tipperary,
as well as in Texas. You can map in the
swamps of Mississippi, the mountains of
Mongolia, or the icy wastes of Antarctica,
depending on your love of adventure and
taste for torture. You will have, if you
want it, the opportunity to learn the
customs and languages of quaint and
isolated tribes or of great nations, or to
study the ruins of ancient civilizations
– geology is one of the few careers that
can thrust you into intimate contact
with the past glories of the human race,
as well as with a wide variety of living
human beings.
Thus, a geologist, over a forty-year
career can expect her (or his) work to be
exciting, challenging, very varied. Add
to all these characteristics ESSENTIAL
to human civilization as we know it, and
you have all the ingredients for a career
that can be a life-long “morally uplifting experience”, to use an old-fashioned
and somewhat pompous phrase that
one could never use of a whole slew
of other careers, which for the sake of
maintaining harmony I will not mention
by name.
To maximize your career as a geologist
you should, while you are in college and
graduate school, learn as much math as
you can, and take as many courses in the
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hard sciences (physics, chemistry) and
life sciences as possible. You will need
these courses in order to quantify and
to physically understand geological processes, as well as to communicate with
your colleagues when working on teams
including members of these professions.
Geology becomes more quantitative and
more rigorously based on physics and
chemistry all the time. You can also
benefit from some engineering courses,
especially engineering ethics if it offered
in your school, since more and more geological work will affect the public interest. For this reason you should also join
a professional society such as AIPG, as
well as one or more of the more academic
societies, such as GSA.
You should also go on as many field
trips as possible and see as many rocks
as possible in the field: I suggest letting
someone else do the driving while you
peer out of the car window at the road
cuts and try to identify and understand
every geological feature (Figure 1). Carry
a hammer in the car, and a few sample
bags, as well as a camera to record your
observations. The sooner that you can
develop a “feel” for how rocks react to
different situations, such as horizontal
compression or horizontal simple shear,
the better you will be as a geologist. Your
passengers are likely to become very
uncomfortable if you try to do this while
driving – my wife says that I NEVER
look at the road if there is interesting
geology.
So go to it – become a geologist and
take charge of the future of the world,
and have fun doing it! This old codger
will enjoy watching you.
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John Berry was born in Liverpool, England, and came to the United States in 1960.
He worked in the Arctic section at Lamont while in graduate school at Columbia,
and then went to work for Anglo American Corp on the Zambian Copperbelt. On
returning to the US he taught in western North Carolina and then joined Earth
Satellite Corp. (now MDA Federal) in Bethesda, MD. He moved to Shell Mining
Corp. in 1982, and transferred to Shell Oil Co., where he founded their remote sensing group, in 1986. He is now a consultant in remote sensing, based in Austin, TX,
when he is not out visiting geological world type sections and sites on his bicycle.

Figure 1: John Berry takes a whiff of the Hammett Shale, NW Travis County, TX, during a recent
Austin Geological Society field trip. This lower Cretaceous rock smells of sulfur and crude oil,
although it is only a few feet above the Paleozoic unconformity and located on the flanks of
the Llano Uplift, far from any oil fields (courtesy Brian Jones, AGS).
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AIPG STORE
NEW! T-shirt

(also available online at www.aipg.org)

NEW! Ladies Shirt

Fleece Pull-Over

GNEISS T-SHIRT - Fruit of the Loom
100% Cotton, preshrunk. Front left
breast has AIPG logo and back has
text “Geologists are Gneiss, Tuff, and
a Little Wacke”. Colors: black or gray.
Sizes: S - XL - $16.50 and
Sizes: 2XL and 3XL - $18.00

Fleece Pull-Over

LADIES’ 3/4-SLEEVE V-NECK SHIRT POLAR FLEECE 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER
95/5 cotton/spandex stretch fabric,
Elastic waist and cuffs, contrast collar,
embroidered AIPG lettering with pick embroidered AIPG lettering with pick
and gavel. Colors: Banana, Black, Light and gavel. Colors: Black, Navy, Royal,
Blue, Pink, Lilac, Red, Navy, Turquoise, Charcoal, Burgundy, Forest, Khaki.
White. Sizes S - 2XL - $30.00
Sizes XS - L. Price: $27.00
POLAR FLEECE VEST - Elastic waist, 2 zippered front pockets, embroidered AIPG
lettering with pick and gavel. Choose from Black, Navy, Royal, Charcoal, Burgundy,
Forest or Khaki. Sizes XS - 6X, Tall Sizes LT - 3XLT. Tall sizes available in black and
navy. (If ordering size 2X and up, please call the National AIPG office for special
ordering at (303) 412-6205. An additional $1.50 will be added to sizes 2X and up).
Price: $25.50
TRAVEL MUGS
Promotional Items
Translucent Blue
1/4 Zip Polar Fleece
Jacket and Steel Travel 16 oz. Price: $7.50
Stainless Steel
Mug Price: $31.50
16 oz. Price: $9.50
SAVE $5.00!

DENIM OR KHAKI LONG-SLEEVE SHIRTS
100% cotton, garment washed, tuck-in tail,
button-down collar, horn tone buttons, patch
pocket. and adjustable cuffs. Embroidered
AIPG spelled out with pick and gavel. Sizes:
XS-4XL. Prices: $22.50 (XS-XL) / $24.00
(2XL) / $25.50 (3XL) / $27.00 (4XL)
SWEATSHIRT - Hanes Ultimate Cotton
Crewneck Pullover, 90/10 cotton/polyester fleece.
AIPG embroidered
lettering. Colors: Red,
Gray, Navy, Light blue,
and Gold. Sizes: L-XLXXL Price: $22.50 (L-XL)
/ $24.00 (XXL)

ORDER
ONLINE AT

www.aipg.org
CAP - Velcro closure. Embroidered AIPG
spelled out with pick and gavel.
Colors: black, tan, royal blue, and
white with blue bill. Price: $12.75
CHECK OUT OTHER GREAT ITEMS
AVAILABLE AT WWW.AIPG.ORG

